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[ monterey's liquid gold ]

J.R. ROSE:

Thousands flock to Highland County every
March for a sweet time at the Sugar Maple
3 Festival, by Christy Markva and Laura Sammon

IN TUNE
WITH THE
TOONS
The Daily News-Record's
editorial cartoonist chums out
syndicated satire daily, and still
finds time to ink panels for the
popular 'Snuffy Smith' cartoon.
He's also created several "Fun
with Pup" activity books for kids.

[ 'doctors' of love ]
Puppies and kittens are welcomed visitors at
area nursing homes as part of the ASPCAs Pet
8 Therapy program, by Tara Jennings

[ riding wave of success ]
Valley Area Swim Team has developed a
reputation of excellence under coach
12 James Wolfle. by Kelly Hannon

[ by Christina cook ]
M

[ a haven of hope ]
RMH Cancer Center is celebrating 10
years of giving cancer patients quality
24 care in the Valley, by Anna Lucas

\\>***
[ nailed to the bench ]
As a judge. Porter Graves keeps to himself. But when he comes off the bench,
his honor opens up. by Nealy B. Butler

[ cover story: spy games ]
HIDDEN IN

Geographer Glen Gustafson spent
years perfecting his craft in the U-2 spy
39 program, by M. Elizabeth Taliaferro

THE VALLEY
Lexington, a sleepy town
nestled in the southern end
of the Valley, has a rich
history and shopping district.

[ if these walls could talk ]

[ by christy markva ]

Explore Harrisonburg's historic period
houses that have endured for more
44 than 100 years, by Laura Sammon

[ p.s.: time's on their side ]
Curio revisits the class of 2000. Profiled
in 1994, these students will graduate
56 high school this year, by Nealy B. Butler

PROLOGUE

to our readers:
As you've probably noticed. Curio under-

[ curio staff ]

went a facelift this year. The redesign of a
Valley staple made sense because the Valley
is also changing: Harrisonburg is the fastest
growing city in Virginia, some classical
aspects of Valley life, such as mom and pop
shops, are fading, replaced by franchises. Yet,

Crowley, a senior SMAD major from Falls Church.
Va., recently retired after being Editor of The
Breeze, JMU's student newspaper, for two years.
She will work as a sports copy editor for The
Washington Post after graduation, but longs for
the days when she can retire for real and become
a tan, carefree, shoeless recluse in Oahu.

A sophomore SMAD major from Medfield, Mass.,
Wilson held the position of Co-Photo Editor at
The Breeze this past year, where she has worked
since her freshman year. Wilson enjoys learning
how to speak Italian and traveling. If she ever
graduates, she one day hopes to pursue a career
as a professional fashion photographer.

ALISON MANSER
A junior SMAD major from the Jersey Shore,
Manser is currently the Managing Editor of The
Breeze. Last year, she was the Assistant
Style/Focus Editor. After ending her four-year stint
in the 'Burg, Manser plans to return to a place
where she can have sandy toes and sunscorched skin.

DYLAN BOUCHERLE
A junior SMAD major from Charlotte, N.C.,
Boucherle has been the Art Director and Photo
Editor at The Breeze. Last year, he placed first in a
national competition for feature photography. He
most recently produced a documentary on the
Pat McGee Band, and will work for a music video
producer this summer in New York City.

MIARCIA APPERSON
A proud Buckingham, Va., native, Apperson is a
senior SMAD major who served as The Breeze's
Copy Editor for the past year. After graduation, she
will be working as a reporter at The News &
Advance in Lynchburg. She can't wait to move
into her new apartment so she can learn how to
clean hardwood floors.

A graduate of Waynesboro High School, Bailey is a
senior graphic design major. She most recently
served as Creative Director of The Bluestone, proceeded by a year as Editor-in-Chief. She is also a
designer for Montpelier and the Honors Program.
After graduation, she will head to New York City for
a career involving magazines and design.

KELLY HANNQN
A junior political science major from Stafford, Va.,
Hannon has served as News Editor and Opinion
Editor at The Breeze. The walls of JMU can't hold
this globetrotting journalist in any longer, as she
will study abroad in London this fall. While across
the pond, she hopes to send dispatches to Breeze
HQ in the 'Burg as a foreign correspondant.

STEVE GLASS
A junior SMAD major. Glass is a native of
Alexandria, Va. He's been a columnist for The
Breeze for two years and was hired as the
Opinion Editor for the 2000-2001 school year.
Glass enjoys hobnobbing with SMAD professors
on the racquetball court, where the old-timers
mop the floor with him.

KARA S. CARPENTER
A senior SMAD major and English minor.
Carpenter is a native of Falls Church, Va. She
spent this past year as an editorial assistant at
Montpelier, JMU's quarterly alumni magazine,
and as a writer for The Bluestone, JMU's yearbook. After graduation, she plans to begin a
career in magazines.

A senior SMAD major from Harrisonburg, Va.,
Schwab has written for The Breeze for two years,
and spent time studying abroad in Florence and
Paris. She will intern this summer as a reporter for
Lynchburg's The News & Advance. After she gets
over the work thing, she wants to marry a multimillionaire of her choosing.

despite the changes, much in the Valley
remains the same.
Curio has focused on both changes and
constants in this issue. Features of modern
programs include organic farming, which
has emerged as an alternative to traditional
farm

produce:

Rockingham

Memorial

Hospital Regional Cancer Center's evolution
from a bare bones outfit to a high-tech facility on its 10th anniversary; and using puppies
and kittens as an unconventional, yet highly
successful, form of therapy for nursing home
patients. These upstarts have become familiar in Valley life, but connections to the past
have not disappeared entirely. We've also
taken to the road to highlight the scenic
locales that are the Valley's stalwart foundations. Locally, and we've chatted with colorful
personalities who have shared their experiences with our writers.
The Valley is a unique jewel in the heart
of Virginia. We found that no matter how
much things change, the Valley does indeed
remain the same - virtually untarnished by
urban development and coarse attitudes. We
hope you enjoy this issue of Curio as much
as those in the past. Curio might look different, but like the Valley, the modern shell still
contains the same quality, in-depth articles
you've always enjoyed.

[ about the cover I
Photos by: Dylan Boucherle
James Madison University geography
professor Glen Gustafson agreed to be
the cover subject for the 23rd volume

[WUtACourtney Crowley
Co-Executive Editor
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Alison Manser
Co-Executive Editor

of Curio. Sitting through two rolls of
film, he was a gracious participant in
our cover shoot.
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best kept

Highland County, also known as
Virginia's "little Switzerland," is
settled in the Allegheny Mountains. The Virginia Chamber of Commerce
calls it "Virginia's best kept mountain secret"
and invites visitors to "slow their pace and
enjoy the charm of the turn-of-the-century
towns and villages nestled amidst pastoral
fields, farmlands and national forests." The
population of approximately 2,500 makes it
one of the least populated counties east of
the Mississippi. Carolyn Pohowsky, executive
diredtor of the Highland County Chamber of
Commerce, describes the natural beauty of
the area as "pristine and unspoiled."
Highland County is famous for the annual
Sugar Maple Festival, but the beautiful landscapes and preserved history draw visitors

C '

year round. Major attractions include Civil War
trails clearly marked along U.S. Route 250
west and the McDowell Battlefield.»
I ' li
SL »FTj.

[ story by christy markva and
laura sammon ]
{ photos by laura sammon ]
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Battle of

vendors and artists display their goods while

McDowell every attracts more than 600 peo-

folk singers, musicians and doggers perform

(

ple to the historic site when commenced

daily. Pancake breakfasts are served all day, as

|

every two years.

well as delicious trout dinners. Local residents

j

Other than the lure of preserved

display tables full of homemade baked goods

^

American history, Highland County also offers

including jams, cookies, dessert bars, breads

,

some of the best hiking, bicycling, fishing,

and muffins that are far more flavorful than

hunting and scenic driving in Virginia.

any store-bought treat.

A re-enactment of the

Highland County, known as
Virginia's "little Switzerland,"
boasts the largest maple
supply in the state.

Highland County's sweetest attraction,

The craft vendors are from all over the

The Sugar Maple Festival is
held annually in March.

however, is the syrup. A large part of the area's

United States and are selected by a panel. A

natural beauty are the groves of sugar maple

short list of vending items includes candles,

Highland County encompasses 416 miles of spectacular mountain terrain and is
located at the western edge
of Virginia in the Allegheny
Mountains.

trees that offer a lucrative sap for this very spe-

handcrafted jewelry, hand-knit sweaters, hand-

cific industry. The gallons of boiled down sap,

crafted mission furniture, hand-woven bas-

sold locally and all over the United States, make

kets, braided rugs, ceramic and wood crafts,

Highland County one of the largest maple

hand-painted rocks, antiques and collectibles.

syrup producers in the South, Pohowsky says.

During the Festival, people carrying two,

The famed Highland County annual

three or more white boxes stacked under their

Sugar Maple Festival draws people from far

chin is a common sight. Each box contains a

away states and countries. Visitors drive along

dozen maple doughnuts. Karen Weeks and

stretches of country farm-scapes and up windy

Jennifer Phillips traveled from Staunton this

mountain roads through George Washington

year, mostly for the doughnuts. Weeks, who

National Forest. The scenery change is sudden

used to go to the Festival with her parents,

as the road curves up the mountains alongside

notes not much has changed except "there is

the bare, end-of-winter trees. The picturesque

a bigger building for the doughnuts."

.

Monterey, the county seat, is
located at the intersection of
U.S. Routes 220 and 250,
45 miles west of the intersection of Interstates 81 and
64 in Staunton.

For further information contact;
Highland County Chamber
of Commerce, PO Box 223,
Monterey, VA 24465
(540) 468-2550
highcc@cfw.com
Eagle's Camp
HCR 2
Box 137
Doe Hill, VA 24433
540-396-6126 or
540-433-0321
Weagle0321 ©aol.com

[ Information courtesy of the Highland
County Chamber of Commerce 1

journey is part of the package of the Festival.

The creative thinkers behind the popular

More than 55,000 people show up for two

maple doughnuts, Lillian and Garland Dever,

weekends of celebration. Monterey, the county

did not expect their business to expand to a

seat, is flooded with more automobiles than it

larger building when they started in 1961.

can handle on the weekends of the Festival.

Garland Dever says he and his cousins would

In March 2000, the county held its 42nd

get together and eat their homemade maple

annual Sugar Maple Festival and kept in line

doughnuts with a cup of coffee at night. "We

with tradition. Visitors got a glimpse of "a long

thought of the idea of selling a cup of coffee

vanished way of life where 'tree sugar' was

with a doughnut at the Festival," he says.

found on every table and part of each spring's

"Customers would eat the doughnut and get

work was the opening of the trees and the

back in line for another. [But] customers want-

boiling down of the 'sugar water,"' according

ed a dozen, not just a doughnut."

to a Chamber of Commerce press release.
The entrance fee each year is $1, which

success" and since then they have become a

buys a four-day access souvenir key chain.

major attraction, Dever says. Weeks and Phillips

During the Festival, visitors can purchase a

waited in a long line of hungry "doughnut

half pint to a gallon of syrup. Maple sugar

wanters" to purchase two dozen to take home,

candy, doughnuts, popcorn, funnel cakes and

"if [the doughnuts] make it," Weeks jokes.

fudge are some of the mouth-watering treats
made with the syrup. A huge selection of craft
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Their first year was an "overwhelming

A

unique vendor this year was

Sundaram Curtis, whose sales pitch boasted,

"Flat Tires Guaranteed to Stay Flat." Curtis sells

of syrup produced depends on the weather

been making syrup for the past 200 years. He

doormats made from recycled tires. Fie

during the weeks before the Festival. Blessed

calls himself a "watered down Cherokee,"

learned the trade of weaving recycled tires

with the right climate, Flighland County is

which means syrup making goes farther back

into sturdy doormats from a retired Dutchman

characterized by a February thaw when the

than his great-great grandfather. Native

from East-Central Pennsylvania. The same type

temperatures drop below freezing at night

Americans who lived in the area figured out

of mat has been made for more than 60 years

and just above during the day. But each year is

how to make maple syrup when they noticed

out of bias ply tires, Curtis says. For two gener-

different, and that type of weather may only last

pockets in trees where sap built up and the

ations they were the favored type of doormats

for a week or two. An extended period of

sun evaporated the water, Eagle says. They

in America, he explains. Flowever, most of the

warm or cold weather will inhibit the sap flow.

also may have noticed the sweet-tasting ici-

1,500 shops have closed and now less than

Jay Eagle, who works at his family-owned

cles that form on the maple trees. Native

50 individuals make tire mats, Curtis says.

and operated Eagle's Sugar Camp, explains

Americans made wooden spiles, collected

"It has become almost a lost craft even

making maple syrup is not a 9-to-5 job. If there

sap and boiled it. They were the first people to

though the need for a good doormat is as

is a good sap flow going, a syrup maker is

utilize the unique tree sap.

great as ever," he says. 'This is one case of an

going to have to hustle to keep up. "It's more

Eagle displays samples of the Indian

industry working itself out of a job, for there is

like 6 a.m. to 2 a.m.," he says about his job of

spiles in his "sugar house." He also has iron

not much repeat business .. . they will never

syrup making. When the sap slows for a day

kettles used by his grandfather in 1921.

wear out and will give up to 30 years service in

or so, he gets a break. It's not to rest. Rather,

Standing by a framed photo on the wall of his

the weather." At the Maple Festival, Curtis set

it's to catch up with the rest of the process.

grandfather during syrup-making season,

up his custom-built "slitter saw" that cuts up the

Eagle makes maple syrup the "old fash-

Eagle says smiling, "I was born and raised on

tire and spits it out like a long strip of spaghet-

ioned way": the open-pan method. Fie "taps"

New Year's right here" and explains that he

ti. Curtis says people often stop to watch what

hundreds of trees from his camp and ones he

loves making the syrup. "It's in your system, you

he's doing. They look at the piles of mats and

has leased. Holes are drilled in the trees for

can't wait till the season starts."

don't know what they are. Others, who are

the spiles that the sap drips through. He and

Eagle opened the camp to the public

impressed with the artistic quality of the

his father collect the sap in buckets and "sap

several years ago. It is open during the Festival

woven patterns, have used the mats as works

sacs." They drive around the camp to gather

and for all of February to those who call or e-

of art and "hung them on the wall," he says.

the full sacs and buckets and pour the sap

mail ahead of time. "People come to my

Of course, the maple syrup is what it's all

into large, flat, boiling pans. Encased fires are

camp during the Festival from Japan, Russia

about, and during the Festival the local "Sugar

built underneath the pans and are stoked

and Switzerland," he says. While sap boils,

Camps" are open all day for curious on-lookers

with wood to keep the sap boiling. Steam lifts

Eagle answers questions about maple sugar-

to see the process of syrup making. Driving

off as the "sugar water" gives

ing from wide-eyed children and their par-

down the windy, back roads to the camps is

way to the syrup. For 50

part of the experience. You know you're close

gallons of sugar

long hours and hard

to the camps when you see trees with pails,

water, he'll get

work "when I see peo-

bags or a maze of pipes attached to them.

about one gallon

Rexrode's Sugar Orchard, Puffenbargers's

of

Sugar Orchard, Southermost Maple Products,

pending on the

The Sugar Tree Country Store and Sugar

sugar concentra-

Flouse and Eagle's Sugar Camp make up the

tion.

syrup,

de-

list of camps. A Maple Museum, which is

Eagle is a

open all year, exhibits the history of tech-

fourth-generation

niques in making syrup and is located on U.S.

maple

Route 220, south of Monterey.

maker. His camp,

,■

ents. Eagle exolains that he's revived after his

ple driving off with their
s.

rj

gallons of syrup."

syrup

To meet the demand of syrup buyers, the

one of the oldest

control is in the hands of nature. The amount

in the county, has

nct it ix. d*
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Two grade-school-aged sisters in the

Olivia and Cori Maxey both were impressed

modern process at their open house during the

audience, Kate and Jessie Axsom, from

by the sap that "looks just like water" when it

Festival. The Whites collect sap from more than

Blacksburg, watch as Eagle explained that the

comes out of the tree. They were interested to

6,000 leased trees. The plastic pipeline tubing

partially frozen sap they were noticing in the

learn about the syrup-making process and

and metal spiles are set up around the first

sac was causing problems, forcing the sacs to

how long it has to boil before making the

week in January when it's not too cold. The sap

break. Although both sisters found the

transformation from sap to syrup.

flows through the tubes into large collecting

process "cool" and love maple syrup and

Larry Maxey, who had been to Eagle's

maple-sugar candy, both agreed "sugar

Camp years before, noticed that it "was exactly

"This

season was

tanks and is hauled to boilers in trucks that
can hold 2,200 gallons of sap.

very good.

In early March we had [the]

biggest single

11

■
r«c

m

\

*
i
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Visions of an enchanted maple forest: (l-r) Jugs of freshly poured maple syrup await buyers; sugary sap drains from the maple trees;
Monterey is just nine miles past McDowell, where you can stop for a history tour before heading to the festival.

mapleing" was more fun to watch and not an

the same." He says he likes Eagle's Camp,

'This season was very good," Lorraine

activity in which they would want to partake.

especially the split-rail fences made from chest-

says. "In early March, we had [the] biggest single

Accompanying the girls were Laura

nuts and tapping trees the old-fashioned way.

run we ever had: 13,000 gallons of sap in 24

Clark, their mother, and Alice and Susan

Eagle's Camp has modern equipment but

hours." In the back of the old country store sits

Chambers, Each says the beauty of the area is

places the emphasis on the "old way," while

the sugar house where the large evaporators

one of the reasons they continue to attend the

most other camps show syrup making the

are set up. The sugar water is dumped into the

Festival. "Being out in nature, you just can't

modern way. These sugar camps are decked

boilers and undergoes reverse osmosis. The

replace that," Alice Chambers says.

out with plastic tubes for siphoning and col-

evaporators boil 300 gallons of sap per hour.

lecting the sap, and they use large modern

The Whites sell their syrup online and by

Sixth-grader Olivia Maxey and her
eighth-grade brother, Cori, were at Eagle's

equipment to boil the sap.

mail order, to local bed and breakfasts and in

Camp with their parents, Larry and Jodi

Lorraine and Jim White, who run the Sugar

their country store. Their store, which offers a

Maxey, and their other brothers and sisters.

Tree Country Store in McDowell, display the

variety of pottery, handmade toys, baskets.
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food items and other trinkets, dates back to

In 1948, they proposed the idea of opening

tions. The Festival has transformed the maple

1840. The Whites moved down from Suffix

sugar camps to the public. With a limited

sugar industry and is vital for its survival.

County, N.J., after vacationing in the area for

amount of press releases and cold, gloomy

One pleased Festival attendee, Betsy-Tom

several years. "We love the area and wanted

weather, more than 600 people showed up.

Samhomewood, says, "I've been coming to

to live here," Lorraine says. They bought the store

By 1962, after studying festivals in other states

the Festival every year since I moved to

in 1987, built the sugar house in the back and

and opening more camps, serving pancake

Virginia three years ago." She recalls the first

set up the country store. "It's a pretty good

breakfasts and crowning a Maple Queen, the

year she attended there was a shortage of

way to make a decent living in this area."

Festival's popularity began to settle in.

Vermont maple syrup and the Virginia maple

run we ever had:

13,000 gallons of sap in 24 hours."

2b0

.P

i
Getting down to business: (l-r) Jay Eagle, a fourth-generation maple syrup maker, makes syrup the old-fashioned way; the Sugar
Tree Country Store is a common festival stop where syrup can be purchased in person or through its Internet site.

However, simply having sugar maple

In 1966, at the request of the Virginia

syrup industry was helping out the less fortu-

trees and the proper climate doesn't ensure

Senate and House of Delegates, 140 half-pint

nate Northerners. "I love the Festival and I love

success selling the beloved breakfast condi-

containers were delivered to the State House.

Virginia maple syrup" she says. "Virginia

ment, Prior to hosting the Festival, syrup mak-

During the 1970s, state officials visited the

maple syrup is better than Vermont's."^

ers found few buyers. Highland County's little

Festival. Among them were Gov. Linwood

treasure of trees made syrup making merely a

Holton, Gov. Mills Godwin, Lt. Gov. John Dalton,

local activity. The homemade syrup offered

Attorney Gen. Andres Miller and Sen. John

something to enjoy privately, trade or give

Warner. For the 25th anniversary of the Festival

away to friends. Concerned about the lack of

in 1983, more than 30,000 people showed

a market in Virginia because syrup produced

up. The Sugar Maple Festival is the most lucra-

in the Northern states sold for high prices,

tive fund-raising opportunity for most area

area businessmen studied the industry there.

churches, athletic clubs and civic organiza-

CHRISTY MARKVA
A senior SMAD major from Springfield, Va., Markva has
written for The Breeze and the Daily News-Record. She
wants to pursue a job in sports journalism or public
relations after graduation.
LAURA SAMMQN
A senior SMAD major from Putnam County, N.Y.,
Sammon will be teaching at an art camp in
Westchester, N.Y., this summer and will look for a job in
the Valley in the fall.
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Peggy Allen is a name that may not ring a bell
to many in the Harrisonburg community, but
if you tell area nursing home residents "the
animals are coming," they can immediately
recall her face. Allen works for the Society for
the American
im

Prevention

of Cruelty to

Animals (ASPCA) as the pet therapy program
coordinator. Several times a week, she visits
r<
• rl
3

local nursing homes accompanied by volunteers and furry friends. I

i

Avante Nursing Home resident Roger Stimpson lights
up at the sight of volunteer Erin Teagan and one of the puppies used for the ASPCA's pet therapy program. The popular program gives residents a chance to relive memories of
their own pets. [ photos by steve glass ]

to .the,

animals
Tara Jennings explores the power of the
SPCA's touching pet therapy program

CURIO [SPRING 20001 9

[ Roger Stimpson, with Program Coordinator Peggy Allen, greets his second visitor of the day. ]
alien carefully selects the puppies or kittens taken on the
ventures. Animals are usually between 7 and 8 weeks

mals' development, but also offers nursing home residents a muchneeded lift - even after the animals leave.

old and must have received all vaccinations. Younger

As the cages open and the cute faces of the puppies and kittens

animals are selected because they're easier to hold and pass around.

emerge, the smiles on residents' faces are endless. Allen is quickly

They also have not formed a temperament and have nothing in their

surrounded by nursing home staff who want to catch a glimpse. They

background that may cause them to lash out at a resident. Outings

seem to enjoy the visits as much as the residents. Allen and her vol-

to the nursing homes help the animals enhance their social skills,

unteers slowly make their way through the entire establishment with

where they become more personable and develop a greater chance

the animals.

of being adopted. Occasionally, Allen will allow an older, privately

Wm hile one of the volunteers shows a Collie mix

owned animal to come with her if she knows it will behave.

puppy to two residents, a doctor comes over from

Before the journey begins, there is much work to be accom-

the room across the hall and asks the volunteer to

plished. Allen and one of her volunteers bathe the animals at the

bring the puppy to the room he just left. The doctor tells the volun-

SRCA and then pack Allen's car with necessities ranging from toys

teer that the woman in the room is unable to speak and can barely

to paper towels. "It's like traveling with an infant, you must be pre-

move but shows interest in seeing the animals. As the volunteer

pared for it all," Allen says. After reaching the nursing home, the ani-

slowly enters, the woman has her head slightly tilted on a pillow. On

mals are taken for one last bathroom break in hopes that this will

top of her blanket is a little board, and in her hand, a marker. As the

prevent any accidents once inside. Often, other volunteers meet there

volunteer gets closer, she sees the word puppy written on the board.

to help Allen and her crew.

The volunteer moves the board to a nearby table and places the

Many residents wait out front for the animals to come," says

puppy on the woman's chest. After a few licks to her face and hands,

Tami Hanna, the resident services coordinator at Outlooke Pointe

the puppy nestles its head into her and shuts its eyes. The resident's

Nursing Home. 'The experience brings back memories from when

glow and the smile are palpable. This is what Allen and her volun-

they owned their own pets." Pet therapy not only enhances the ani-

teers are hoping to accomplish. 'The visiting animals really help res-

"Many residents don't respond to anyone until they see the

10 CURIO [SPRING 2000]
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[ Avante resident James Berry is perfectly at home with his soft sidekick riding shotgun. ]
idents out of depression. Many residents don't respond to anyone

James Madison University students, such as Pooja

until they see the animals, and then they seek to hold and nurture

Shashidhar, Erin Teagan and Sarah Chapman learned about

them," says Sara Worley, activities director for nursing care at

the opportunity to volunteer with pet therapy through the

Bridgewater Retirement Community.

Community Service-Learning center at JMU. "I really love

Mike Tschetter of Oak Lea Nursing Home says, "Not only is pet

being involved in pet therapy and will miss volunteering when I grad-

therapy emotionally wonderful for the residents, it is also therapeutic.

uate," Shashidhar says. "Mrs. Allen does a wonderful job of forming

The residents are exercising their arms without thinking about it

bonds with the animals, residents and nursing home staff."

when they pet the animals or pick them up. It is neat to watch the

Teagan says, "The visits help exercise the residents minds. They

residents with the animals because they come alive, and that is a

remember the animals which were brought the previous visit." Pet

side you don't see all the time."

therapy was started in 1977 by the Delta Society in Washington

The hardest part for Allen and the volunteers is allowing enough

state. The Society is a leading advocate of human-animal interac-

time to visit all of the residents. Most want to spend a long time with

tion. Allen visits Bridgewater Retirement Community, Avante

the animals and find it difficult to let them go. However, if you let a

Nursing Home, Oak Lea Nursing Home, Outlooke Point, Newman

resident hold an animal for too long, others may not get a fair

Home for Adults, Camelot Health and Rehabilitation Center and

amount of time with them.

many other local establishments. If you are interested in finding out

Visits usually last a little over an hour. By then, all of the residents who showed interest in the animals have had a chance to
spend time with them, and the arms of both Allen and the volunteers have grown tired. As the animals prepare for departure, many
residents and staffers go over to say one last goodbye. The animals
are then taken back to the SPCA, where they wait to be adopted into

more information or wish to offer some of your time to help, contact Allen at 432-9509. ^
TARA JENNINGS
A senior SMAD major, Jennings hails from Virginia Beach, Va. She is also a psychology and advertising minor. After graduation, she would like work in advertising.
She has traveled to Europe and one day hopes to settle in New York to work for a
large advertising agency.

a loving family.

animals, and then they seek to hold them and nurture them."

|
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Although the
Shenandoah
Valley is miles
away from the
Atlantic Coast,
it is home to

f

one of Virginia's

-

best amateur
swim teams.

It

[ A member of the Valley
■y ater good, air bad!"
Valley Area Swim Team (VAST)
▼

▼ Coach James Wolfle points to

the water and grins at a young swimmer
dawdling by a lane. The boy fixes his goggles,
jumps in and falls easily into the freestyle
rhythm of the others, his neon swim cap bobbing up and down through the water. Almost
12 CURIO [SPRING 20001
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Area Swim Team reaps the benefits of swimming during a Wednesday night practice. ]
every night, and many mornings, swimmers

stretch far beyond the pool.

tively throughout high school, earning a spot on

ranging from ages 5 to 18 gather at the

"What's not a benefit of swimming?"

Ftenn State's varsity team that he held for four

Rockingham Memorial Hospital Wellness

Wolfle jokes, his face smiling behind his gold-

years until he graduated with a degree in mathe-

Center to practice, work hard and have fun.

rimmed glasses. "It helps with time manage-

matics. He was going to teach high school math

Nicknamed the "Gators," the team offers age and

ment, goal-setting, mental capability and

until he became "frustrated with the politics" dur-

competitive groups geared to the swimmers'

believing in yourself."

ing student teaching and pursued his true love:

ability levels. And after five years of leading

Wolfle should know - he has been a swim-

coaching. "I love coaching [more than teaching]

VAST, Wolfle says the benefits of swimming

mer for most of his life. Wolfle swam competi-

because the kids want to be here," Wolfle says.»
CURIO [SPRING 2000]
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He accepted a coaching position for a
school-age team in Blacksburg for several
years before joining VAST in 1995 as assistant
coach. He became head coach less than a

rwjttiB r

year later.

k

School is still in session for Wolfle, but

a

v*

his lesson plans are now filled with the backstroke and the butterfly instead of algorithms.
His students now pay rapt attention whether
he is giving a pep talk before practice,
demonstrating a stroke technique poolside or
giving an extra word of encouragement.
Encouragement is central to Wolfle's coaching philosophy. Swimmers are pushed by
their workouts and the coaches, but personal
development is stressed over winning.
"I grew up in a very low stress coaching
program ... My coach was not high pressure," Wolfle says. Neither is he, as swimmers from the younger age groups run to
greet him as he walks through the pool's
doors. Ready with high fives or an attentive
ear, Wolfle beams when he is surrounded by
his team.
There is no minimum age requirement to

"We don't do swimming
lessons, blowing bubbles,
things like that, but once
they can swim the length of
the pool, we'll take it from
there."

*

[ James Wolfle ]

join VAST, but swimmers must be able to
swim one length of the pool, 25 yards, continuously.

VAST was founded in the mid-1980s,
with practices held at the Harrisonburg Parks

"We don't do swimming lessons, blow-

and Recreation Center until the RMH

ing bubbles, things like that," Wolfle says. "But

Wellness Pavilion opened two years ago.

once they can swim the length of the pool,

VAST is a member of USA Swimming, Inc.

we'll take it from there."

and the National YMCA, the two largest gov-

The 80 swimmers in VAST are broken

erning bodies for amateur competitive swim-

into different groups based on age, ability and

ming. Members compete in a number of

commitment to practicing. The higher the

local, state and national competitions, but

group level, the more practices a week a

Wolfle says most meets are regional ones

swimmer is expected to attend. Swimmers on

held in Virginia.

(Above) A swimmer concentrates on her backstroke; (Below) Waves fly as members of upper
age groups complete a workout in the RMH
Wellness Pavilion.
High School and still a member of VAST.
Tyler Gustafson, whose main event is the

the most advanced level attend eight practices

"As the swimmers get faster, they branch

200-meter freestyle, estimates that almost every

a week, with several beginning at 5:30 a.m.

out to competing across the state," Wolfle

other weekend is spent at a swimming compe-

The families of swimmers also make a finan-

says. A number of the team's top swimmers

tition, some taking him as far away as Orlando,

cial commitment to the team because VAST is

are nationally ranked and compete in nation-

Fla. He is in VASTs senior level and attends eight

privately funded, mainly through the dues of

al competitions. VAST has also had two

practices a week His free time is nonexistent

team members and fundraising.
Warming down with kickboards is a welcome
rest for many swimmers. It's a chance to relax
even as they're still working out.

national champions: brothers Adam and Tyler

when compared to the lives of others his age,

Gustafson. Adam Gustafson is now a fresh-

and he admits that the time factor of being a

man swimmer at James Madison University,

competitive athlete can be a struggle.

while Tyler is a sophomore at Turner Ashby

"[The hardest part] is just putting in the
CURIO [SPRING 2000]
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time - so many practices," Gustafson says.

evenings are taken up." Not to mention the

"Spending that much time in the pool

"But at the end of the year, when I'm swim-

early risings for the 5;30 a.m. practices and

with people, I have made great friends that I

ming good times, it's all worth it."

weekends filled with competitions.

know I'm going to take with me for the rest of

Gustafson also balances a college prep

Luckily, Wolfle has assistant coach Erik

workload and is working hard to achieve his

Jellum, a former VAST swimmer, and other

Hutchinson obviously isn't alone in her

goal of becoming a collegiate-level swimmer.

part-time coaches to lighten the load and

love for the team, as large groups of children

work with specific age groups.

and teenagers arrive at the RMH Wellness

"I get home right after school and

my life," Hutchinson says.

One part-time coach is Erin Hutchinson, a

Pavilion each night, or morning, to swim back

17-year old senior at Turner Ashby High School.

and forth across the pool. And even with the

Gustafson has a lot of support when it

Hutchinson is a former sprint 50- and 100-

unusual schedule and long nights, Wolfle says

comes to paying attention to academics.

meter freestyle swimmer for VASE and now

there's no place he'd rather be.

Despite the frequent practices and competi-

helps coach the silver group. She joined VAST

"I enjoy the kids and I enjoy being part of

tions, Wolfle says the team treats academics

in 1997 but had been swimming competitive-

their lives," he says. "When I can see them

and schoolwork with the utmost respect, in

ly since age 7 Hutchinson was sidelined from

improve and learn ... I really like being a pos-

that school comes before swimming.

competitive swimming last year by a shoulder

itive influence."

get the work done before practice,"
Gustafson says.

"Most of the swimmers are very good students because they have to be to fit this in," he
says. In addition to Adam Gustafson, several

injury, but says she still loves the sport and the
many benefits it brought to her life.

For more information, VAST's Web site is
located at vvww.serve.com/vast/index.html....

"It's a team sport, but it's also an individ-

[ "[The hardest part] is just putting in the time - so many practices. But at the end
of the year, when I'm swimming good times, it's all worth it." - TJder Gustafson ]
VAST swim team members have gone on to
swim at top colleges and universities.
Although the team is very successful in
competitions, Wolfle says competing isn't the
sole focus of VAST. 'There are some people
who swim once or twice a week and that's it,"

*

he says. 'They say, Tm just here to have fun'."
And with Wolfle as coach, it's obvious
fun is tolerated and encouraged. The team
motto, "Be All You Can Be," is a call for swimmers to strive for personal growth and
achievement on whatever level they swim.
There is also no official time to join - new
comers are welcome at any time, he says,
and can immediately pick up with the team

ual sport," Hutchinson says. "I can have a great

practicing schedule, depending on ability

day, but if the team had a lousy day, it's still a

level.

good day. It would be the same if I have a
But the job isn't always easy for Wolfle.

Due to practice times, he leads a slightly
unconventional life.
"[The hardest part is] the time it takes," he
says. "We swim from 4 to 10 p.m. A lot of my
16 CURIO [SPRING 2000]

lousy day, but the team has a great day."
While she can no longer swim and compete with the team, Hutchinson says she now
feels the non-physical benefits VAST has
brought to her life.

While this swimmer is concentrating on his
freestyle, schoolwork comes before time in the
pool for VAST members.
KELLY HANNON
A junior political science major from Stafford, Va.,
Hannon has been both the news editor and opinion
editor at The Breeze. This summer, she will intern at
the Staunton Daily News-Leader. In the fall, she will
study abroad in London. After she graduates she
plans to start a career in political journalism.

r
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J.R. Rose lives in
the harsh real
world, but makes it
brighter for others
with his work
[ story by Christina cook ]
[ photos by Jennifer renee smith ]
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Retrieving a clean white sheet of paper from a desk drawer, the
1

cartoonist does an about face in his swivel chair and pulls him-

self up to the drawing table in his small, neat cubicle at The Daily
News-Record His usual work tools, consisting of a blue pencil, a bottle of ink and a paintbrush, lie on the table's surface as he composes his thoughts. 'The hardest part is 'Where do I start?'" he says, i
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1
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Step One: After reading newspapers and listening
to radio and TV news, I pick a story
^
from the newspaper that I think
'aSTl State c
would lend itself to a cartoon.
^ Pub''shers c'ear/in
' 9 House

Step Two: Make notes and VERY
rough sketches to come up with an
idea.

„
-?1

/v., '"A
^
7

y

/
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Taking the pencil in hand, he shifts his weight forward and proceeds
to sketch the rough contours of his current assignment. In seconds, a

an essential detail, he turns the paper counter-clockwise and neatly
prints his name, "JR ROSE," followed by an exclamation point,

face begins to emerge from the faint blue lines. With a satisfactoiy

"I don't know why but when I started signing my cartoons, I'd

grin, he carefully dips his brush into the bottle of India ink and retraces

always put an exclamation point at the end," he says studying his

his earlier marks with bold, black strokes that stand off the page. In less

unique signature as if for the first time. "I guess it's because I'm excited

than five minutes, he is sitting back observing the finished product, a

to be doing what I do. 1 get to sit around and draw cool pictures and

caricature of himself. But it's not quite done yet. Noticing that it lacks

have a good time doing it."

Step Three: Once I come
up with an idea, I'll do
some rough sketches in
my notebook to determine
the best way to layout the
cartoon.
r-vsv, pra'-V

$

Step Four: I create a tight pencil
drawing of the idea. If I think it's
controversial
in any way,
I'll get my
editor's approval
at this point.

f'l
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Familiar to most for his editorial cartoons that appear weekly in

Despite his reserved disposition, the good-natured Rose has a

The Daily News-Record and the seven other Byrd Newspapers of

portfolio of work that speaks volumes. "I guess you could say that I'm

Virginia, 36-year-old Rose says his fun with cartoons started as a

a quiet guy and that's why my job is so important. My cartoons

youngster when he used the living room walls of his home as his can-

express me and what I'm thinking." Discovering what's on his mind is

vas, much to his parents' dismay. From that point on, he seemed to

no more difficult than opening the daily newspaper to the editorial

know exactly where he was headed.

section where readers are treated to his playful tackling of national

"I've always wanted to be a cartoonist," he says without hesitation.

issues, events and prominent people.

'There never really was anything else I wanted to do." He fondly recalls

While hoping to bring humor to the relevant topics of the day, he

the days when he would decorate the spare space on his test papers

occasionally finds himself called to pay his respects. One of his most

with illustrations, hoping for extra credit in elementary school.

current assignments reveals a tribute to comic icon and personal

Encouraged by his parents and teachers to hone what they recognized

inspiration, artist Charles Schultz. Having died the day his last Peanuts

as true talent, he continued to take an interest in art through grade

strip appeared for the nation in January, Rose addressed the loss of

school, eventually trying his hand as a cartoonist for the Osbourn High

Schultz and his impact with a simple message. Facing the reader,

School yearbook and newspaper. But it didn't stop there.

Schultz's indelible Charlie Brown utters his signature phrase, "Good

An alum of James Madison University, Rose graduated in 1986

Grief," only this time "good" is crossed out leaving one solitary word to

with a bachelor of fine arts degree in art and art history. During his four

describe the passing of his creator. "I received a lot of positive feed-

years in college, he got his first taste of cartooning when he became

back on this cartoon," he says. "It was important for me to pay tribute

involved with The Breeze doing spot illustrations for articles and one

to a man who left his mark on the entertainment industry.

to two editorial cartoons per week He credits his time with the cam-

"I should say that Bill Clinton has been very good to me," he says,

pus paper as a great experience but attributes his biggest career influ-

running through the list of political figures he's poked fun of the most.

ence to Mike Peters, the Dayton, Ohio, artist of the nationally syndicat-

"When you're doing editorial cartoons, it's easier to draw one that

ed comic Mother Goose and Grimm.

makes fun of something you don't agree with, plus he's also fun to

During a campus visit from Peters during fine arts week of his

draw with that big bulbous nose and long chin." In 1996, Rose com-

junior year. Rose was able to meet the featured speaker with the help

piled some of his best Clinton cartoons into a collection entitled

of his art history professor. By special arrangement, Rose dined with

"Cartoons That Fit the Bill," addressing everything from Whitewater to

the famous artist before his speech, listening to him talk about his job

the 1996 election.

as a cartoonist over Chinese food. "I got a lot of good tips from him

After his graduation from JMU, Rose worked as a graphic artist

and we corresponded for a while," he says. "I think it was then that I

for a sign and display company in Manassas and drew freelance

realized, 'Hey, this is the kind of thing I want to do.'"

sports cartoons for the Journal Messenger. In 1988, he joined the staff

Step Six; I ink in my blue
pencil drawing with a #
point
V

and
india ink.
Step Five: I trace my
pencil sketch in non-repro
blue pencil and ink in the
lettering with a Pentel
Micron pen.
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of The Warren Sentinel\r\ Front Royal, beginning his employment with
Byrd Newspapers.
When an opening for creative services coordinator at The Daily

\\

News-Record presented itself in 1993, Rose and his wife, Karen, also
a JMU graduate, jumped at the opportunity. "We really liked this area
and it seemed like a good place to raise a family," he says. "Besides,
with technology today you can write and draw for anyone no matter

/' [*****

•i

where you live with the help of computers and fax machines."
Taking advantage of the computers, e-mail capabilities and other
technological resources. Rose showcased his artistic versatility by
acquiring the part-time gig as assistant cartoonist for the Barney
Google and Snuffy Smith comic strip, syndicated in 900 newspapers
"♦♦he Bill

around the country. Upon meeting the strip's creator, 84-year-old Fred
Lasswell, during a cartoonists' convention in 1998, Rose showed him
his work, displaying an interest in helping the elderly Lasswell with his
strip. Six weeks and numerous sample strips and drawing tests later.
Rose had the job.

Top: JR Rose inks panels for the
popular cartoon "Snuffy Smith."
Right: Rose's greatest hits collection of President Clinton cartoons
contains pieces from the 1992
campaign through Whitewater.

nujL.
SILL.

Each week, Lasswell sends an idea to Rose along with a rough
sketch and a description of what he wants his characters to look like

he says. "It's kind of like a family I've known all my life. Now I just have

in that week's comic. "I studied his work for a long time trying to get

to make sure the drawings look as good as Lasswell's."

a feel for his style," he says. "It's still very hard to draw like someone
else but the more you do it, the faster you get."

Despite the advancements of modern technology, Rose prefers
the old-fashioned method of pencil and paper. 'There's a lot more work

In order to capture Snufly and his family as accurately as possi-

done on computers now such as being able to add color on screen

ble, Rose refers to a zip disk given to him by Lasswell containing all of

after it's been scanned in," he says. "I still like to draw my cartoons

the characters and their various facial expressions. Rose is responsible

though because that's why I got into this business. I like to draw."

for the finished artwork, which is then scanned and sent via e-mail
back to Lasswell.

Like many people, Rose begins his day with the morning paper,
scanning the news for issues to cover. As soon as he finds a suitable

"Snuffy Smith is actually a comic strip I grew up reading and it's

subject, he begins the difficult task of coming up with a way to humor-

interesting to be able to work with a character that I'm familiar with,"

ously address the topic. "Sometimes I just wake up with an idea, and

Step Seven: Bring
out the Pentel
Micron pen again
and do some final
fine line work and
sign and date the
cartoon.

Step Eight: Cartoon is
complete. Scan it into
the computer, size it, and
send it to our electronic
pagination system.

xO-

&

Step Nine: Go back to
step one and begin
reading the papers and
listening to the news for
the next day's cartoon.
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might come up with three or four editorial cartoon ideas and maybe
the next day I can't come up with any but I'll still write them all down,"

LVMl»V

he says retrieving a small book of scrap paper from a drawer in his filing
cabinet. "I call these evergreen cartoons because they're usually on top-

F

•^5

ics like technology that can be used at any time. If I can't come up with
an idea or if I'm on vacation or sick I've got something to fall back on,"

r^j • ••N
\1

r V

he says flipping through the thick bundle of papers. 'They're really rough,"
!

:'r ^ "

he says pointing out a cartoon of Ross Perot complete with Dumbo ears
V '
<•

J

>"

J#*1

and a large nose. "It's basically scrap paper that only I can decipher."
Rose's love for all things "cartoon" is most noticeable in the tidy
basement office of his nearby home where a bookshelf displays an
odd mix of characters from Woody, the 'Toy Story" cowboy, to a

Caribbean wood carved doll. The walls are covered by awards and
Images of Rose's two daughters, Meredith
and Sarah, overlook a pile of their father's
framed comic strips hanging among original animation cells of clas"Fun With Pup" activity books. Rose created the books as an extension of a newspa- sic Disney full-length features. Daughters Meredith, 8, and Sarah, 5,
per project for children.
play next to their father's desk, dividing their attention between a comother times I might end up staring at blank paper for a
while until something hits me," he says. 'There's always a deadline,
though, so you have to come up with something."

puter game and the Nickelodeon program on the television screen of
the directly adjacent den.
Inspired by the likes of Walt Disney and Jim Henson, Rose proudly

On a good day, he has zeroed in on the idea and turned out the

points out his family's Disney video library in their den, admitting, "We

finished product by lunch, allowing him to focus his afternoon attention

have a big Disney collection for the girls, but I probably like the movies

on graphics and designs for the rest of the paper. "Editorial cartoons

just as much as they do."

take maybe, once I get the idea, two hours to sketch out and ink in,

Being able to spend time with his family while working at his
nearby desk is one of the perks of his job. Committing his duties for

then scan into the computers," he says.
There are those days, however, when his inkwell seems dry. In

the newspaper to the day. Rose concentrates on other projects, such

those instances, he calls in the reserves. 'There are some days when I

as his Snuffy Smith duties, during his evenings at home. Since 1991,
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he has produced the "Kids' Home Newspaper," a syndicated weekly

I go from one project to another. I'm also fortunate to work with edi-

childrens' cartoon/activity page he began at the Warren Sentinel.

tors who give me the creative freedom to come up with my own ideas

Pup, the cartoon pooch created for his kids' paper, became such

instead of breathing down my neck."

a hit that Rose published two activity books entitled "Fun With Pup"

"He's just a real pleasure to have around," Dally News-Record

and "More Fun With Pup." The puzzle loving Pup leads kids through

advertising director Linda Swecker says. "John is very even-tempered

pages of word games, drawing activities and jokes sent in by children

and he pleases everyone with everything that he does. He's not at all

from across the country. "I tried to make the books so kids could have

the stereotypical artist type. Sometimes we give him direction for a

fun reading the cartoons but without really realizing they've learned a

specific project but most of the time he has the freedom to do what

little something before they're done," he says.

he needs to do. We just let him go."

Readers may recognize the influence of Dr. Seuss, noting that the

Rose, it seems, has passed on the creative genes to his two

characters of the activity books talk in rhyme and riddles. "Sometimes I'll

daughters, who are very artistic. He says he gets a lot of good ideas

look at the characters and they kind of look like Muppets. I love [Jim]

for his activity book from his eldest daughter, Meredith, who enjoys

Henson's Muppet style with the really bubbly, big eyes," he says show-

coming up with some of the jokes. Aside from living his childhood

ing an example of a drawing that vaguely resembles one of the chick-

dream of being a professional cartoonist, Rose enjoys the pleasures of

ens belonging to Gonzo the Muppet.

family life. While his daughters take inspiration from their creative

An original character. Pup gained three-dimensional proportions

father, he gives his wife credit for her artistic efforts. "Mom's the one

as a furry puppet two years ago, accompanying Rose to book signings

who doesn't know how to draw," Meredith points out to which her father

and events. Rose may have proved himself a worthy puppeteer and

quickly responds with a smile, "but she's getting there."

ventriloquist as well, providing the high-pitched voice of Pup for audiences

Reflecting on his success. Rose is quick to point out that he would-

of children at local bookstores. 'This Pup is a whole lot easier to take

n't be where he is today without a good work ethic. His success, it appears,

care of than a real dog," he jokes, referring to his SPCA mix, Biscuit.

is well deserved. 'This business is tough. It took a couple years to land a

While drawing consumes his professional life and a portion of his
time at home. Rose says he loves his work and the opportunity to be
creative with writing and illustrating in all of his jobs. "Even though my
work has me drawing cartoons most of the time it doesn't feel like I'm
doing the same thing all day," he says. "It's like changing gears when

job on a newspaper staff and even that took a lot of determination. Talent is
only part of the equation. Sometimes it's all about perseverance." j
CHRISTINA COOK
A junior SMAD major from Manassas, Va., Cook has lived in India, Australia and
throughout the United States. She will intern this summer for Sky magazine.
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RMH's Regional Cancer Center, above, was conceived and constructed after a survey in 1985
revealed Valley residents desired improved local
cancer treatment. It's celebrating its 10th anniversary this year. Right: One of the Center's two linear
accelerators, the expensive, high-tech radiation
machines that are the cornerstone of RMH's facility.
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The sunny room is filled
with patients, mainlyelderly, on an unusually
warm Friday morning.
Potted plants line the
airy, spacious room
while comfy chairs and
magazine-covered tables
serve to occupy the waiting men and women.
The far wall on the right
displays the "Tree of
Life," a collection of
gold-plaqued leaves bearing the names of charitable residents and former
patients. This is a cancer
center where news is not
always good, yet the
mood is high as friendly
nurses escort patients
through the doors. I
[ story by anna lucas ]
[ photos by katie wilson ]
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"Once you deliver radiation, you cant take it back. You must get

adiagnosis of cancer is

was no small feat, especially if a

The Center shares some

never thought of as a

patient was undergoing radiation

physicians with other areas of the

» blessing, but for 10

treatment six days a week and

hospital but the primary staff

years, Shenandoah Valley residents

coping with side effects such as

includes two radiation oncologists,

with the disease have had the good

nausea.

two medical oncologists and regis-

fortune to receive help and support

Today, the closest cancer

tered nurses, radiation therapy

from the Rockingham Memorial

center is located in Winchester,

technologists, a dosimetrist, clinical

Hospital Regional Cancer Center.

but the center in Harrisonburg

nurse specialists, a registered dieti-

In a 1985 survey of the sur-

serves patients from outlying

cian, a clinical social worker, a case

rounding community, improved

areas such as New Market,

manager, secretaries and a Tumor
Registrar,
Emswiler has been there from
the very beginning. With 11 years
of supervisory experience in critical
care and a masters of business administration from James Madison

r

□

University, Emswiler is in charge of
the daily operations of the facilify

'■

and the in-patient oncology unit
j

and deals with outpatients as well.

v\

She's working on cross-training the
staff so they, too, may be better
equipped to work with both
aspects of treating patients.

The Center provides strong patient
support facilities, above. Radiation
therapists like Brenda Funkhouser,
right, also have some of the newest
technology on the market to help in
the fight against cancer.

cancer care was found to be the

Augusta

foremost medical need of resi-

Virginia.

and

West

'The patients are great and
the staff is so upbeat. When you're

Cancer

diagnosed with cancer and get

comprised mainly of businessmen

Center blossomed under the sup-

over the initial shock, you don't

under the direction of Charles

port of the community, but the

sweat the small stuff. They're very

Wampler, began work on creating

dedicated staff is the true heart of

upbeat people," Emswiler says

the facility.

when describing what she enjoys

dents. The planning committee,

a cancer center. According to
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County

Financially,

RMH

about the position.

RMH's information pamphlet, the

"A diagnosis of cancer can

community provided "financial

create feelings of fear, anger and

RMH Cancer Center treats the

support for the majority of the $3

anxiety. The Cancer Center staff is

top, most frequent kinds of cancer

million cost."

sensitive to these emotions and

and services mainly older patients.

Before the creation of RMH

works to ease the entire treatment

They are not equipped to handle

Cancer Center, many patients were

process for the patient as well as

pediatric cancer because there's

forced to make the trek over Afton

the patient's family," Cancer Center

not enough need in the area to

Mountain to Charlottesville. This

Director Lou Emswiler says.

support a pediatric oncologist.

et

the right amount of data. There's a trillion safety checks."

]
yy

"Were

very hip

Before the Center opened,

Mark Freeman is the center's

Rockingham Memorial Hospital

dosimetrist, in charge of determin-

had a "cobalt therapy machine."

ing the right depths of radiation to

The quality of life

This technology permitted the doc-

deliver to the patient through the

has really improved;

tors and staff to treat basic cancers

use of a sophisticated treatment

you can do so much

and provide pain control for

planning computer.

more," Emswiler says

patients living with cancer.

crucial to its success.

pointing out that there

When they first began, the

asks, pointing to a computer-simu-

are constantly newer,

center had what Emswiler calls the

lated diagram of a breast. The dif-

and

"bare bones" treatment for mestati-

ferent colored lines show the cut

drugs for dealing with

sized

to

and contour of the breast. I have to

some of the side

OnHealth.com, "the potential for a

figure out where to compensate

effects of stan-

malignant tumor to metastasize, or

for radiation damage."

dard

According

safety.

and equipment are

"See these curves?" Freeman

cancer.

on

more

effective

cancer

T

mtdtk

Cancer Center dosimetrist
Mark Freeman, above, uses
the most advanced technology to determine patient radiation doses.

spread, is common to all cancer."

The ultimate goal is to kill the

The Center was only equipped to

cancerous cells, but skin irritation is

The Center

handle the most serious stage of

always a potential side effect of the

is also proud of

cancer.

treatment. "We try to design every-

its ability to make

During the construction of

thing to keep it cool and knock out

patients as com-

the center, one linear accelerator, a

the bad cells and save the good,"

fortable as possible. 'You can't get

individuals in this area. They

high-intensity radiation machine,

Freeman says. He must then run

any better treatment than when

tend to think, 'I can do this

was purchased. It costs about $1

his recommended data by the

you come here. The staff is so cus-

myself," says Emswiler, who

million for one machine and thou-

doctor for their approval.

tomer orientated," Emswiler says.

points out that despite that

treatments.
VERY HIGH
D1ATI0
AREA

There

are

rugged

sands more in upkeep. In order to

"Once you deliver radiation,

A case manager is assigned to

characteristic, some services,

meet the increase in patient load,

you can't take it back," Freeman

patients with special needs and fol-

like the book lecture series,

the Center now utilizes two linear

says. "You must get the right

lows them through the whole

are consistently popular.

accelerators.

amount of data. There's a trillion

process from their diagnosis to

No matter how great the

Since 98 percent of cancers

safety checks. We're very hip on

hospitalization. Each year, patients

need. Valley residents with can-

are treated with standard drugs

safely." After the information is ap-

are asked to rate the center on a

cer have found comfort and a

and procedures like radiation

proved, staffers key in the correct

five-point scale. Emswiler says

cure with the friendly staff of the

with chemotherapy, the high

numbers and monitor the patient's

RMH has received an average

RMH Cancer Center. With the

intensity radiation machines are

progress from outside the room.

score of 4.9 or above every year.

support of the Cancer Center, a

central fixtures in the facility.

Down the hall from the radia-

In addition to actual treat-

grim diagnosis of cancer can

While the actual administration

tion room, patients are seated in

ments, RMH Cancer Center also

lead to a productive and life-sav-

of radiation lasts only minutes,

comfortable chairs receiving their

provides support services, such as

ing relationship. ^

the dosages and procedures

intravenous chemotherapy. The

the Best Friends Group for women

must be carefully monitored. Not

number of seats have increased in

with breast cancer and Man to Man

only is the patient monitored, but

number over the years, as the

for men coping with prostate can-

the staff is also careful to watch

Center now averages about 80

cer. RMH has tried others, but there

the exposure to radiation.

patients a day. Available seating

doesn't seem to be much demand.

ANNA LUCAS
A senior SMAD and English major from
New Jersey, Lucas hopes to work with
literary magazines. She is a campus life
writer for the Bluestone and an editorial
assistant at Montpelier.
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NEAR THE BLUE RIDGE PARKWAY

1

toward the southern end of the Shenandoah
Valley lies historic Lexington. Named for the
Massachusetts town where the American
Revolution began, Lexington is the picture of history accommodating the present. The picturesque setting adds to the charm and heritage
surrounding the city.
Lexington was founded in 1777 and began

■-V

defining its place in history in 1796 when
George Washington gave $50,000 worth of
James River Canal stock to Liberty Hall
Academy, later to be named Washington
College, to save it from being closed, according
to the Visiting Lexington and the Rockbridge
Area guide. In 1870, the college was renamed
Washington and Lee University in honor of
another famous American general, Robert E. Lee.
J.

Lee was asked to be president of the school after
the Civil War. From 1865 until his death in 1870,
Lee worked toward his goal of bringing the
young minds of the North and South together.
Virginia Military Institute, which is adjacent
to W&L first called Lexington its home when the
Virginia Legislature approved local attorney John
Thomas Lewis Preston's plan to turn the former

tourism department's numbers. Jean Clark,

In the heart of the cily, a variety of mer-

state arsenal into a military college, according to

director of tourism for Lexington, Buena Vista

chants who sell anything from historic artifacts to

a VMI brochure. VMI has produced its share of

and Rockbridge County, says the number one

collectibles and antiques, line the avenues. Main

military might, with graduates such as Gens.

attraction for visitors is history, mainly Civil

Street runs through the heart of Lexington and is

George C. Marshall, George S. Patton, Lewis

War history. Clark, a 1979 graduate of James

sprinkled with shops, inns, and restaurants.

"Chesty" Puller and Adm. Richard E. Byrd. VMI

Madison University, says mid-December to

Ernestine Hockaday and her husband, Al, own

continues its 16Tyear-old tradition of educating

mid-March is the slower time of the year for

and run The Shenandoah Attic and The

the citizen-soldier.

them, but they have seen up to 93,000 visi-

Victorian Parlour, both located on Main Street.

These two schools, which are literally

tors a year, Lexington is "something different,

The Shenandoah Attic gives you the feeling of

right next to each other, are the first buildings

much smaller and quieter" than a big city,

exploring your grandmothers attic. Everywhere

encountered on the road to the downtown

Clark says. The easy access of Lexington,

you turn there is something waiting to be dis-

area, Lexington is more than a Civil War buff's

"friendliness, ambiance, and the two col-

covered. There is a wide collection of unique

dream; it can satisfy a need for adventure with

leges," are other reasons people make their

gifts from Yankee candles to rocking chairs to

its museums and historic background or a

way to Lexington, Clark says. Besides the

wind chimes. The Attic also sells a variety of

relaxing day of shopping. Lexington is a slice

Visitor Center in Lexington, Clark and her staff

jams, jellies and sauces, made in the Stonewall

of American history with its historic buildings

operate two other visitor centers, one in

Kitchen, according to the labels. If none of those

and landmarks, but it is also a place of eco-

Buena Vista that emphasizes the outdoor

items catch your fancy, make your way four

nomic growth.

activities offered in Rockbridge County, and

doors down to The Victorian Parlour, where their

the other at the Virginia Horse Center.

brochure entices you to step back to a "time

Lexington had just under

70,000 visitors last year according to the
30 CURIO [SPRING 2000]
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Too much to do in just one day. (1) A statue of
Robert E. Lee stands prominent on W&L's grounds.
(2) Palm's restaurant in the heart of downtown
Lexington. (3) Stonewall Jackson's House is a mustsee landmark while in town. (4) The sign marking
the Jackson House. (5) VMI is a stark contrast to
liberal arts college W&L (6) A bear marks the outside of a store in the downtown district. (7) At the
Lee Chapel even Traveller, the General's beloved
horse, rests in peace.

when pampering yourself was an art." When

the collection of all-occasion gifts keeps them

you step into The Victorian Parlour you cannot

steady year round. They see many tourists during

help but be transfixed by the glorious display of

the course of a year, but a bulk of their clients,

porcelain, lace and crystal. The sweet smell of

about 75 to 80 percent, Hockaday says, are

the store reminds you of a fresh bouquet of flow-

from the local population. Lexington has not

ers just cut after a cool rain. The Shenandoah

changed much, only a turnover of some stores,

Attic is celebrating its tenth year, and The

since the Hockadays opened their shops on

Victorian Parlour is just 10 months younger.

South Main. Lexington has always boasted a

Ernestine Hockaday splits her time between the

"nice collection of gift shops," says Ernestine,

Right off Main Street are Nelson and Wash-

two shops and always welcomes her guest with

"and we hope The Shenandoah Attic and The

ington streets, which host shops and attractions

a warm smile and a cup of warm cider.

Victorian Parlour will be there for 10 more years."

in the downtown area. Tucked away on West

Lexington's "small town charm" led the

Hamilton-Robbins, located on South Main,

Washington Street and up a set of brick stairs is

Hockadays, both Washington, D.C. natives, back

boasts it has "everything you want but nothing

Virginia Born and Bred. Despite its small appear-

to the town they had been introduced to 20

you need," according to a downtown directory

ance from the outside, this store occupies four

years before. "Every day is an open house" where

put out by the Lexington Downtown Develop-

large rooms of gifts and gourmet foods from all

you cannot give too much hospitality to every

ment Association. With its dark wooden floors,

around the state. Virginia Born and Bred has the

person who steps through the doors, she says.

dim lighting and high ceilings, Hamilton-

ambiance of Wiiliamsburg, only it's closer. Julie

Although the Christmas season is the busiest

Robbins is both elegant and quaint. They sell

Lindsey president and owner of the store, sells

time of the year for both stores, Ernestine said

unique gifts from stationary to magnificent

only Virginia products. Her collection of upscale

porcelain pieces.
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art and the true craftsmanship of her products is

An 1820 town-house has been turned into

what makes the store unique, she says. Lindsey

Willson-Walker House Restaurant, which serves

will also joke that her dog, who accompanies

"creative American cuisine," and offers $5 lunch-

her to the store, is the real reason people come

es and weekly dinner specials. If you want some-

back Lindsey, who lives in nearby Fairfield, says

thing more hip, try The Palms located on Nelson

even at night Lexington is "very safe and laid

Street. The dim lighting, close quarters and loud

back" She describes Lexington simply as the

music gives this local favorite its own flare. Their

"prettiest place in the Valley." Across the street is

menu offers a variety of burgers, sandwiches

the Lexington Coffee Roasting Company, which

and dinner entrees from pasta to seafood.

sells coffee by the pound or the cup. The wood-

For the weary traveler, Lexington has a

en seats and table in the coffee shop give it a

number of inns and bed and breakfasts in the

rustic appeal where you can sip your tea, coffee

heart of town. The Alexander-Withrow House

or cocoa topped with whipped cream and

and McCampbell Inn, both members of Historic

chocolate sprinkles if you dare. Visitors can view

Country Inns, offer "unique lodging in the historic

local artists' photography, jewelry, paintings and

district with the comforts of home." A B&B at

much more at Artist in Cahoots or Artisans, both

Llewellyn Lodge offers guests a good night's rest

on Washington Street, for another sample of

in one of its six bedrooms. Also included in your

stoneware and porcelain. Further down

stay is a "fabulous full breakfast, as well as after-

Washington Street Purveyors carries just the

noon and evening refreshments," according to

right wine for that special occasion, along with a

the Visiting Lexington and the Rockbridge Area

variety of microbrews, gourmet snacks, cigars

guide. Lexington is filled with many more shops,

and brewing supplies.

restaurants, and places to stay that will take sev-

The West End of Nelson Street accommo-

eral visits in order to all be seen.

dates more inviting shops for the visitor. Any-

Before Lee ever set foot in Lexington, anoth-

body with a sweet tooth must make a stop in the

er legendary general had been calling Lexington

Cocoa Mill Chocolate Company. Flere con-

home for more than 10 years. Gen. Thomas

sumers can choose among a mouth-watering

Jonathan "Stonewall" Jackson was a professor

array of tasty treats from fudge to truffles. For a

of natural philosophy (physics) at VMI before the

more traditional gift shop, a stop in Colonial and

Civil War. Although Jackson called 8 E.

Country Collections welcomes guests with a

Washington St. his home for only two years with

cozy feeling of warm fire. Flere you can purchase

his second wife, Mary Anna Morrison, it was the

furniture, prints and other accessories for the

only home he ever owned. Jackson died at the

home. Among the many shops on Nelson

young age of 39, after sustaining wounds at the

Street, there is one that will keep those with a

Battle of Chancellorsville. He's buried in

Celtic background happy. When you enter Celtic

Lexington at Stonewall Jackson Memorial

Connection, your ears are exposed to the won-

Cemetary. In 1979 the Historic Lexington

derful Celtic sound that almost makes you want

Foundation restored the Stonewall Jackson

to do a jig. They sell kilts, music, and maybe you

House, containing many of his possessions.

can pick up a bit of luck

Many historic buildings such as the

Getting hungry? Lexington offers a wide

Jackson House are preserved thanks to the

range of eating establishments from restaurants

efforts of organizations and concerned citizens.

that seive traditional full-course meals to infor-

Cynthia Coleman, executive director of the

mal dining experiences in a sandwich shop.

Historic Lexington Foundation, says the purpose

Whatever the appetite, Lexington can satisfy it.

of the HLF is to preserve Lexington's historic
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They stand side by side. They
are institutions with strong academics
and highly regarded honor codes,
rich in tradition and history, yet
Washington and Lee University and
Virginia Military Institute are as different as their outside appearances.
The plush grass and brick walkways gives W&L a feeling of close
community rather than an academic
institution. The all-brick buildings with
white pillars sit on a picturesque 55
acres. In addition there are 40 acres
of playing fields and 210 acres of
woods. Although W&L has spread its
facilities and buildings beyond the
original campus, the 33 principal
buildings are still its mainstay. The
buildings on the front campus, the
Colonnade, were designated a
national historical landmark in 1972.
From the top of the hill where the
front campus of W&L sits, you can
look down and see the Lee Chapel
quietly nestled among trees, but not
far from your thoughts.
If you are walking on the campus
of W&L and continue north, do not
blink because just like that you would
be walking on the grounds of VMI.
There is no fence, or fancy sign, to separate the schools: just historical mark-

WASHINGTON & LEE UNIVERSITY

VIRGINIA MILITARY INSTITUTE

in

511
mm

ers and two benches, but the differences are like night and day.
VMI is a picture of loyalty, order
and discipline. The beige buildings of
campus look onto the parade field,
which proudly has statues of Gen.
George Marshall and Gen. Stonewall
Jackson and Cadet Battery. Guns of the
Cadet Battery were used by Jackson in
cadet artillery training, and are known
as Matthew, Mark, Luke and John,
according to the VMI Visitors Guide.
The barracks, where visitors are not
allowed, have a castle-like finish on top
and are a national historical landmark.
You can not help but feel a twinge of
pride in America when you see the flag
swaying back and forth in the wind.
W&L and VMI are both small
schools, with enrollments of about 2,000
and 1,300, respectfully. Both schools
are well known for their academics,
hold their honor codes as sacred, and
can boast a general or two. The difference in the schools can be seen in the
students who call Lexington home for
eight months out of the year. The
biggest difference between the stuClockwise from top: Classical structure
defines W&L's architecture: all VMI
students reside in the barracks: the
VMI Superintendent's house: a helicopter lands on the parade grounds.

dents at W&L and cadets at VMI is
their "lifestyle," says Jean Clark, director of tourism for Lexington, Buena
Vista and Rockbridge County.
When you are out and about in
Lexington it is not unusual to see
cadets running or cadets in uniform.
Cadets must always wear their uniform when they are in the county,
unless they have reached the rank of
1st Classmen. When cadets reach
this rank they are able to dress in
what they refer to as "uptown." When
a cadet is dressed in uptown apparel,
it still is not hard to tell who is from
VMI and who is from W&L. A typical
flatemity guy might be in khakis and a
button down, whereas a VMI guy
would be in jeans and a cowboy hat

Students at W&L are very aware
of the cadets being a stone's throw
away, especially since they run
through campus. John Comly, a junior
from Baltimore, Md., thinks it is unfortunate that the two schools do not
interact with each other that much.
Jane Ledlie, a freshman from
Atlanta, Ga, believes W&L students
and VMI cadets are at social
extremes. "We work hard and play
hard," says Ledlie. But VMI is rigorous
and has lots of rules.
Lindsey Duran, a freshman from
Ft. Worth, Texas, says, "Both schools
hold strong honor systems and work
equally hard." But the similarities end
there. All three W&L students agreed
that involvement with a church or a
campus fellowship is one sure way
the students will interact. Comly can
do something about the lack of interaction between the schools, since he
was just elected president of the student body.
Another way the students and
cadets have interaction with each
other is during the spring with festivities during the annual Lee-Jackson
Lacrosse Classic, since W&L and VMI
are in different NCAA divisions. This
lacrosse game has become more
than just a game. Some of the high-

lights surrounding the game are a
town-sponsored dinner with all of
those involved, Clark says.
Comly summed it up, saying
the two "have a mutual respect for
each other" and are able to coexist
side by side.
How does a town the size of
Lexington handle having two schools
in their community? 'The schools
bring so much culture to the community," says Sheryl Stanley, director of
marketing for tourism. Stanley says
she thinks The Capitol Steps, and the
Russian National Ballet would never
have come to Lexington if it were not
for the schools. The town recognizes
what the schools bring to Lexington,
Clark says Stanley added that the
schools are the biggest employer.
"They treat the town with respect,"
Stanley says Although Clark has to
admit there is a feeling of "peace and
quiet" during the summer months,
and you can find a parking space
downtown, "Lexington would not be
Lexington without the schools."
Since the founding of the two
schools, W&L in 1749 and VMI 1839,
Lexington has been a most gracious
host. As for the two schools, let us
just say that every spring bragging
rights are up for grabs, jj
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resources, promote its heritage and enhance its

Secretary of State and Secretary of Defense. Not

beauty. HLF has undertaken several projects to

only are Marshall's artifacts and memorabilia on

enforce their purpose including re-establishing

display, but "material relating to U.S. military and

the Revolving Fund to help with renovations and

diplomatic history of the 2C)th century." Also on

several beautification projects such as the

the grounds of VMI is the VMI Museum. Here

Lexington Tree Committee, which has planted

visitors can trace the history of VMI through arti-

more than 120 trees in and around Lexington.

facts, displays and hardware. VMI also conducts

FILF owns Flopkins Green, a private park open to

dress parades, which are held on Fridays at 4:30

the public, SHopkins Green is across from the

p.m. during the academic year.

Palms. Another effort by HLF is the holding of

With all of the history in Lexington, one

fapade easements on several buildings in the

still needs to make time for other attractions in

downtown area at present with the intention of

and near the downtown area. During the sum-

acquiring more in the future. To hold a fapade

mer, take in a play or concert at the Theater at

easement on a building means that "the owner

Lime Kiln where entertainers have been delight-

donates or deeds control of the exterior [often

ing audiences since 1983. The Virginia Horse

called a fapade easement], and often the interior

Center holds year-round events at its indoor

as well, to a preservation group which then has

coliseum. On the outskirts of Lexington one

the responsibility of monitoring changes to

can explore the natural beauty of Virginia with

ensure the maintenance of that portion of the

a visit to the Natural Bridge or drive down the

structure," according to HLF's newsletter. HLF

Blue Ridge Parkway. Other famous Americans

strives towards "keeping the past, but having a

made their mark not far from Lexington. The

viable economy," Coleman says.

birthplace of the Texas hero Sam Houston is

Lexington's rich history makes itself

commemorated with a 38,000-pound piece of

apparent around every corner. The Lee Chapel

Texas pink granite. Cyrus McCormick's farm is

and Museum on the grounds of Washington

now a research center maintained by Virginia
Tech. It has a blacksmith shop, gristmill and

spiritual, as well as, academic lives. Lee

Top: The exterior of the hallowed Lee Chapel on
the grounds of Washington and Lee University.
Bottom: A statue of Lee sleeping on the battlefield
that many people mistake as a dead general.

Chapel remains very much the same as when

was an innovator of education, establishing

Lexington's rich past and bright future

Lee attended daily services with the students.

the nation's first journalism school and imple-

come to life no matter what you decide to do.

A statue of Lee at the back of the chapel

menting the honor code, which is still used by

Whether you want to shop and take in the cozy

depicts him as "asleep on a battlefield" at his

Washington and Lee University," Hartog says.

feel of the town or prefer to visit the many his-

wife's request, says Joanne Hartog, a guide at

Although Washington and Lee University has

torical sites, there is something for everyone.

the chapel. An addition was added to Lee

grown too large for the student body to meet

When visiting Lexington, make sure you stop at

Chapel in 1883, and Robert E. Lee's remains

in the chapel, it stands as a testament to Lee,

the visitor center where a helpful staff eagerly

were taken to the family crypt with other rela-

and is still used for special occasions.

waits to assist you. They are open 9 a.m. to 5

and Lee attests to his concern for the student's

museum open to the public.

tives, Hartog says. This small brick chapel with

Virginia Military Institute honors its most

p.m. daily: 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. daily June, July and

its wooden pews is beautiful in its simplicity.

famous general with a museum adjacent to the

August. Call them at (540) 463-3777 or visit

To the left and right of the pulpit are magnifi-

grounds. The George C. Marshall Museum was

Lexington's Web site at www.lexingtonvir-

cent portraits of Lee and Washington, respect-

established in 1953 at the suggestion of

ginia.com for more information on upcoming

fully. The portrait is a "composite of Lee, that

President Truman. As a member of VMI's 1901

events and attractions. ^

was done after his death, and was the Lee

graduating class, Marshall went on to become

family's favorite," Hartog says. The downstairs

one of the greatest soldiers and diplomats in his-

area of the chapel housed Lee's office, which

tory. After guiding the Allies to victory in World

is the same today, and the student union. "Lee

War II as Army Chief of Staff, he served as
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CHRISTY MARKVA
A senior SMAD major from Springfield, Va, Markva is a
sports junkie who would like to pursue a career in
sports journalism following graduation.

PEOPLE

All rise. The Honorable
Porter R. Graves Jr., who
has served the City of
Harrisonburg for 30 years,
has a life story to tell.

m

*

in
cour
[ story by nealy b. butler ]
[ photos by katie wilson ]
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"My life isn't anything of great read-

Graves' long history with the law

ability," explains the Honorable Porter R.

began in his childhood. "My father was a

Graves Jr. in a modest tone.

lawyer and a judge, so I grew up with it," he

While 30 years of law may have

says. "I felt like I knew some of what it was

thinned his gray hair and added a few wrin-

about, but I really didn't know I wanted to

kles to his long face, his blue eyes still

be a lawyer until my third year of college."

sparkle with strength and vitality. This

Joyce Graves says, "He just came

Harrisonburg judge, "Randy" to those who

home one day and said, "I'd like to be a

know him personally, speaks with quiet

lawyer.'"
"I wanted to get through and be less of

composure in his office lined from floor to

a burden on my family," says Graves, who

ceiling with law books.

sped through law school at Richmond.

As he settles into the space behind

Upon returning to Harrisonburg with

his desk, the judge crosses his arms, rests

his new family, Graves began practicing at

them gently on his stomach and begins to
talk about his long involvement with the

1

r

a local firm. This endeavor became a
20-year partnership at the former law firm

law.
One would expect the Chief Judge of

t

of Moore, Jackson, Graves and Ralston.
Graves got the call in June 1987 that he

the 26th Judicial Circuit Court to be gruff
and unsympathetic. Yet Graves, who has

"We are

chosen a profession that deals strictly with

a very

the dirty deeds of Harrisonburg, retains a
surprisingly pleasant demeanor and good

close-knit
family. We

faith.
"If anything, my profession makes me
more firm in my beliefs," Graves says. "You
can't live in a locked-up cell. I go about life

have just so
many blessings."
[ Joyce Graves ]

loving family, a noble profession in the law
and a lasting commitment to Christianity.
The large and prospering Graves family
consists of his wife, Joyce, daughter

They wanted him to drop his law practice
and start in two weeks. "I asked them to
give me two months," he recalls. 'They gave
me six weeks."
"If he wanted it, I wanted it for him,"
Joyce Graves says. "I think it was the first
time in our married life that we really
depended on and trusted in the Lord."

as it is."
Life has rewarded Judge Graves with a

had been appointed a circuit court judge.

Top: Graves spends time with grandson,
Porter IV. Bottom left: Porter III, with wife
Angela and sons Porter IV (r) and Jacob.
Right: Graves' son Matthew, with wife
Susan, and daughter Hannah.

"It has been a process of learning ever
since," Graves says about his position. "A
long process and I'm still learning it. I wish
I had paid more attention [to the judges]"
when he was a lawyer.

Elizabeth, and three sons. Porter III,

But now, after 13 years of hearing cases,

Matthew and Andrew. He also has three

Graves has settled into the sporadic struc-

young grandchildren: Porter IV, Jacob and

ture of his job. 'The nice thing about this job

Hannah. Graves and his wife were high

is that every day is going to be different."

school sweethearts and have been married

While his hours in the actual court-

for 38 years. All of their children remain

room vary according to the complexity of

close to the area. "We are a very close-knit

the cases. Graves puts in a minimum of

family," Joyce Graves says. "We have just so

45 to 50 hours per week. From his arrival

many blessings."

at 8 a.m. to his departure around dinner-
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time, Graves constantly juggles his

indirectly, substance abuse problems," he

administrative duties along with reading

says. "It is the number-one problem directly

up on cases and spending time behind

related to crime,
"I cannot say any one group is more

the bench.

responsible than others. Although crime

"I never know when I come in if I will

remains mainly among a younger level,

be home in time for dinner," he says.
He does not seem to mind his hectic

those 30 and under. But crime seems to

schedule too much, though. Graves even

permeate everywhere," he says while shak-

admits to enjoying the spontaneity of his

ing his head.
'You have to learn to deal with the

profession.
"Each case presents a different pic-

stress part of it," Graves admits with a sigh.

ture," he says. "Some may be stressing, oth-

"I try to be fair to everyone, and then put

ers joyous. You have a different emotion for

things quickly behind me,"
Although the courtroom is generally a

each case."
While the judge can be open about

place of serious matters, the judge can still

his opinions and emotions outside of the

recall the humorous moments. On one

courtroom, he is quick to point out, 'You

such occasion, a pigeon found its way into

cannot get personally involved. I just have

the courtroom through an open window on

to view it and take it all in stride."
Joyce Graves says, "He has really
learned in the past three years, since his

"You have to learn

a hot summer day. "He decided to perch on
the big portrait right above my head,"

to deal with the

Graves remembers. "I was waiting for the

stress ... I try to

pigeon to go right on top of my head, but

The court cases that come before

be fair to everyone,

he was good and stayed there until the jury

Graves involve everything from small

and then put things

was dismissed."

heart attack, to keep it all in perspective."

crimes to more serious offenses like murder, malicious wounding and rape. Many
are time-consuming cases that deal with
complex legal issues.
About 10 percent of the cases are

quickly behind me/'
[ Porter Graves ]

Graves takes the good and the bad, the
funny and the frightening, and seems to have
found a happy medium, allowing him pro-

Graves has been on the bench since
1987, With 2,600 cases commenced
annually, the judge has seen it all.

fessional, as well as personal, satisfaction.
He says he feels the most important

exceedingly complex. Graves compares his

moments in his life have been the obvious

technique for such cases to that of eating

events of marriage and having children,

an elephant. You take one bite at a time,"

along with the day he became a Christian.

he says.

"He has really found his faith since he
became a judge," Joyce Graves says. "He

In the 30-plus years he has been
involved with the law. Graves has seen
many changes. "We have over 2,600 cases
commenced annually," he says.
The judge attributes this large number

T*
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the criminal court docket involve, directly or

/

been the biggest blessing."
His strong sense of family and personal interests are a reflection of his close relationship with God. "I like to refer to Romans

to an increase in substance abuse. "Up to
90 percent of the cases we deal with on

now has religion with a relationship. It has

n(j

/"

8:31," Graves responds. "If God is with us,
who can be against us?"
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[ Joyce Graves ]
"Sometimes you just feel like

While he admits most of

an outsider," she says.

his time is spent between
home and the office. Graves

The good obviously out-

also finds the time to workout

weighs the bad for Graves.

five times a week at the

Despite the drawbacks of his

Wellness Center, attend Bible

position, he has established a

Study Fellowship at First

deep appreciation for the sys-

Church of the Brethren, read

tem of law and the many

up on the law and enjoy an

facets of courtroom life,
"I enjoy the trial-by-juty

occasional game of golf.
"I never dreamed he

level," Graves says. "It is

would be able to work Bible

where things seem to

study into his schedule,"

happen." Graves finds the

Joyce Graves says. "It has

jury system to be "where
the action is."

become something that is so

Not

important to him."

only

does

he

express favoritism toward the

The judge and his wife
share a love of Southern gospel music and

"I never dreamed he

trial area, he also advocates media in the

find the time to attend a lot of concerts. "I

would be able to

courtroom. 'The public has a right to know

was the one that turned Randy on to the

work Bible study

report correctly as they see it."

music," Joyce Graves says. "I made him
watch a TV program one night, and from
that moment on, he was hooked."
"I don't sing, and I don't play, I'm just a
good listener," Graves says. Flis favorite group

into his schedule. It

Graves admits that when it comes to making music he has "no ear for it." He remembers his seven years of piano lessons as

While his work is long and sometimes

has become some-

very hard, Graves remains stable and con-

thing that is so

stant. "I never doubt that he is doing the

important to him."

best he can do," Joyce Graves says. "He really is a good judge and a Godly man."

is the recently retired Cathedral Quartet.
Despite his love for gospel music,

what goes on. I think the media attempts to

[ Joyce Graves ]
Inset: Graves' daughter Elizabeth. Top
(clockwise from right): Daughter-in-law
Susan, wife Joyce, Graves, son Andrew
and son Matthew pose for portrait.

Graves has no plans of ending his
demanding profession just yet. It continues
to be an enjoyable and enriching component in his life.

"the biggest waste of money" and

"I haven't thought about retirement

describes his singing voice as a "joyful

much," he says. "I will probably be one of

noise" rather than a beautiful hymn.

those people that wakes up one day and

"Other than these, I have really limited

says, 'It's time.'"^

myself to few activities or organizations of
any kind," Graves says. Due to significant
ethics rules, a judge must remain removed
from many facets of the community. "It is a
very isolated profession," he admits.
Joyce Graves agrees that this is one of
the hardest parts of his profession.
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NEALY B. BUTLER
Butler is a senior from the small town of Windsor,
Va. She is a SMAD major with a minor in English.
She has worked on The Breeze for the past two
semesters, focusing mainly on photography. After
graduation, Butler plans to move to the beach to
pursue a career in magazine journalism.
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R-om the U-2 program to JMU, Glen Gustafson
has made geography his life
[ stoiy by m. elizabeth taliaferro ]
[ photos by dylan boucherle
and katie wilson ]
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"the

work I

did was very

SHfiTa

Cf len Gustafson leans back in his chair as
he describes "the best educational

hours a day and was required to pass weekly
tests in order to continue with the program.

experience of [his] lifetime." Even though he

Gustafson is a professor of geographic

attended 10 universities worldwide, Gustafson

information science at James Madison Univer-

says the best training he received was in the

sity and is the only professor in the department

Air Force photo intelligence program — an

with government intelligence and military expe-

experience that "permanently changed the

rience under his belt. While he was part of the

direction of [his] life."

U.S. Air Force's U-2 spy plane program from

As a sophomore at a small university in

1962 to 1966, he focused on interpreting

Southern California, Gustafson had a revela-

photographs taken from surveillance planes

tion that ultimately led him to drop out of col-

that spied on Soviet land from 70,000 feet.

lege and join the military. "I was sitting in the

'The work I did was very classified,"

library on a Sunday night, beginning the

Gustafson says, describing his dungeon-like

process of writing a term paper that was due

working conditions with a sneer on his face. "I

the next day. I was staring at my sketchy notes

worked in a vault with a big iron door, a spin

on my note cards with no hope of completing

lock and electronic security." The number of

the paper on time. That's when I said to

people that Gustafson worked with was just

myself. This is no way to get an education.'"

as limited as his surroundings. "I worked for a

Little did he know what was ahead of him. He

very restricted audience," he says. "Each day,

would go on to work for a prestigious branch

my intelligence reports were sent directly to

of U.S. military intelligence. It was work that

the Pentagon."

would change his plans of having a future job

Just before he began his work there, the

in business administration and cement him

U-2 program had gained worldwide attention

as an expert in the field of aerial photography.

when U.S. pilot Francis Gary Powers was shot

The year and a half of college Gustafson

down over the Soviet Union in 1961. At that

had at the time he enlisted worked to his ad-

time, Americans were worried about Soviet

vantage because "it was more education than

claims of a supposed "military gap," whereby

most of the other guys had who were enlisting

the Soviets claimed their bombers and mis-

at that time. It helped me score well on the

siles far outnumbered those in the United

aptitude tests that I was given and led to my

States' arsenal. "[President] Eisenhower and

placement in the air photo branch of the Air

Congress were under tremendous pressure

Force." Education wasn't the only thing he

from the American people to build up the

had going for him when he was selected for

weapons systems to make us equal with the

the renowned U-2 spy plane program. 'You have

Russians," Gustafson says.

to have good eyes," he says, laughing as he tugs

However, Gustafson and his colleagues

on his glasses. "We had to have our eyes thor-

knew the Soviets were boasting weapons they

oughly examined, and back then, none of us

did not have because of evidence they found in

wore glasses." For 20 weeks, he trained six

the aerial photographs. "I was analyzing photos

A spy's eye view of St Louis Airport:This
declassified photo is an example of the type of
sights Gustafson used to analyze in the U-2
Program. [ photo courtesy of glen gustafson ]

■m
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"Only this past September have we gotten for

1

is as good as what I was working

a

that were taken with cameras that had lenses

'60s did not go undetected by the Soviets.

so advanced that they showed detailed photos

However, to avoid public embarrassment, the

of land up to 40 miles into a country," he says.

United States never publicly complained

"We were told to look primarily for military tar-

about it. 'They tracked every plane using

gets: air fields, missile sites, army bases, navy

radar," Gustafson says. "But they couldn't

bases and electronic sites, like radar and

object to it because it would be a sign that

communication centers. We also reported on

they were not capable of shooting our planes

new industries and major changes in existing

down. Their [Surface-to-Air Missile] capabili-

industries." The photos were of such high

ties and their aeronautical capabilities did not

quality that the interpreters could "determine

exist to the same advanced degree as ours.

the readiness of specific missile launch pads

As far as the public was concerned, they were

and count the numbers of missiles they had in

not reacting to these flights because they

a specific spot."

couldn't detect them. In reality, they didn't

Thanks to the U-2 program and, more
specifically, the Corona Satellite Imagery

A professor of geographic information science at
James Madison University, Gustafson is the only
professor in the department with government
intelligence and military experience.
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want to admit that they couldn't control their
airspace."

System, Eisenhower and Congress knew the

The technology Gustafson worked with

U.S. military stock was not only equal to the

more than 30 years ago was far ahead of its

Soviet Union's, but that the numbers of

time. The Corona Satellite Imagery System was

American bombers and missiles far exceeded

the U.S. military's first photo reconnaissance

theirs. Gustafson said those photos gave the

satellite system. Even though it was the military's

U.S. military "more than enough information

first attempt at satellite photography, it was still

to call the Russians' bluff."

very advanced, even by today's standards. "Only

Military power was not the only thing the

this past September have we gotten for the

Soviets were caught lying about, Gustafson says.

civilian world anything that is as good as what

"We looked at maps of theirs that revealed

I was working with 35 years ago in the military,"

whole cities that the Russians had been hiding

Gustafson says. "Basically, the civilian world

the existence of. When the Russians would

has been three decades behind the military in

publish maps, some cities we knew about

terms of the quality of air photo technology."

would have the wrong names on them or

For the past 20 years, Gustafson has

they would be shown as being miles away

been working to bring this type of technol-

from where they were actually located."

ogy to the geography labs at JMU.

Gustafson says the maps produced by the U-2

Gustafson decided to interview for a job at

program were extremely valuable to the military

JMU

because, otherwise, "we would have been

Geography Convention in New Orleans in

relying on faulty information,"

1978. "I was hired for the purpose of

while

attending

the

National

Surprisingly, the U.S. planes that flew over

strengthening the geography lab. I chose

the Soviet Union in the late 1950s and early

JMU over a higher paying job I was offered

Changes in technology demand that professors
do their homework to teach students in the classroom, but advanced technology is an area in
which Gustafson has always been comfortable.

at Jacksonville State University in Alabama

we had to use it because it was all we had."

cultural topics. But, the demand has gone up

because the potential for the job at JMU

Now, however, Gustafson says a lot has

for classes that develop analytical skills. In

was much higher." This is the third teaching

changed in his field of expertise. Recent

other words, we are now focusing on giving

job that Gustafson has held, working at the

changes in the field have been so dramatic

students the ability to interpret census data,

City University of New York and the State

that his department now has a new name.

analyze problems and work effectively with all

University of New York at Binghamton.

What was formerly known as the geography

the technology we now have."

Gustafson says the geography program

department is now known as the department

Though Gustafson says he's not yet sat-

has come a long way since he first arrived.

of geographical information science. "It wasn't

isfied with the technology JMU now has and

"Back in the beginning, we shared a lab with

just a jazzing up of the name to make the

believes it needs more, he is "very excited

the math department and we had almost no

department sound better," Gustafson says. "It

about the new possibilities we've got." ^

equipment. The math department had draft-

was a real statement of the fact that our field

ing tables that they used for their architectur-

is changing. Demand has gone down for the

al drafting classes. Even though that equip-

'old way' of studying geography ... for class-

ment was really not appropriate for map use.

es covering regional, historical, political and

ML ELIZABETH TALIAFERRQ
A senior SMAD major from Birmingham, Ala., Taliaferro
spent the last two summers working in Yellowstone
National Park. She's not sure what she wants to do after
graduation, but she hopes her job will involve travel.
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The Valley offers a vast studying

Nash spotted this less obvious,

ground for digging up historic culture

humble building four miles north of

for experts who can "read" these

Timberville on U.S. Route 615. It's a

homes. Darrel Nash, instructor of world civilization and his-

classic German log cabin called a Flurkuchen Haus. The

toric preservation at James Madison University, is one such

family who owns the property has its primary residence in a

expert. Nash studies local historic structures and teaches the

house nearby, which helped the structure survive. It begs to

skill of reading them in a preservation class.

be fixed up and cleaned out a bit, but it is still standing and

As a class project, the students examine the historic

close to its original look, which is more than enough to study

structures and trace the buildings through maps, deeds, wills

it. Called the "Bowman House," named after the original

and other documents. Using the collected data, students

owner George Bowman, it dates back to 1772, according to

help the owners nominate the buildings for the National

the extensive study done by Nash's class.

Registry of Historic Places. The Registry is the nation's official

An example of what the class write-up referred to as "a

list of cultural resources worthy of preservation. The Registry

traditional German Rhenish-Palatine Style," it was built by

reviews each submission against an evaluation formula. To

colonial German immigrants. It has two main rooms, steep

be selected a structure must be more than 100 years old, be

ladder-like stairs leading to another room and a central

the only remaining example of a distinctive architectural style

chimney that's an important historical feature. "It has a sec-

or be associated with a famous person or event.

ond flue, which means on the other side of the fireplace was

Being selected by the Registry is both an honor and

a stove (in what was the formal room, called the Stube)

beneficial but does not mean the owner has obligations. It

where they would shovel coals from the fire into," Nash says.

recognizes that a property is significant to the nation, state

Another log section was added later in the early 1800s cre-

or community. It also qualifies owners for tax benefits or assis-

ating a central hallway as the main entrance.

tance, if funds are available for historic preservation.

The early Germans, who built the Bowman House, were

Last year, Nash found a "jewel" in the Valley to add to

skilled builders. They made sturdy and solid structures by carv-

the collection. The house wasn't an ornate Victorian dripping

ing notches and grooves in each piece of wood. They also fit

with elaborate and obvious epic beauty, but Nash says it is

the walls, roof and floor boards together notch by notch. To

"probably the oldest period house in the Valley."

seal cracks between the wood they used wood

I
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chips, hair and mud. 'They used hair from the animal slaughters, hair makes good
glue," he says.
The farmstead is "further enhanced" because a spring house, a corn crib, a barn,
grain houses and an old hog pin are also on the site. Since the house and so many
of its supporting structures survive in their original composition, the site is "a rare, if not
unprecedented, circumstance in the Shenandoah Valley," the class writes.
nother historic Valley house is the simple, but much more
r

sophisticated, Isaac Hardesty House in downtown Harrisonburg.

'The house sits with a quiet fapade on the corner of Bruce and
South Main streets with a "for sale" sign lodged in the ground next to it. Built in
1849, this "Federal Style" brick city dwelling house was the home of
Harrisonburg's first mayor, Isaac Hardesty. Hash's class also studied and recorded information about this house and found it was "once considered to be the
finest house in Harrisonburg," Its symmetry marks the "Georgian Style" popular
during the construction period. There is a door in the middle with one window

ill

on either side, three windows across the second floor, and a central hall with
two symmetrical front rooms on either side. The students' write-up even notes
the pattern of the brick work, called a Flemish
bond. It was probably built right from a pattern
book, Nash says, unlike the "vernacular" struc-

Top: Isaac Hardestys House,

tures of the early German settlers who built

built in 1849. Right: German

their homes based on their needs, small and

wood notches used in construc-

communal, like the Bowman home.

tion. Bottom: Classic spiral

The Federal Style of the house is charac-

staircase, an ornate period

terized by the triangular pediment encompassing the front door and inside the fireplace is

w

house decoration.

described as having a "decorative mantle
piece of quintessential Federal Style." This
room also has a built-in cabinet, which led the students to believe it to be the
dining room. A kitchen was connected later, elongating the "L" shape that
extends down Bruce Street.
Most of the windows are original. Etched into one pane, students found signatures of people living in the house during the Civil War. The class also found evidence of a bay window that once adorned the house on the North face in the front
room, described as offering "a perfect view of the action on South Main." Like many
historic homes, its original appearance is altered by additions. However, the original
brick "L" shape is easy to see from the newer wooden addition. The function of the
building also has varied through time. At the turn of the century, the students believe
it was used as an inn.
The sophisticated home suited Hardesty well. The class describes him as
a "successful merchant and able political figure whose impact on the area was
/
v

V

enormous." In 1850, Hardesty was "instrumental" in establishing the
Rockingham Savings Bank. He was an active member of the Methodist church
that aided the construction of the Andre Chapel, the first church for AfricanAmericans in the area.

ust down the street on U.S. Route 33 next to Burger King is another city
house, with strikingly different features, however. Nash describes the so called
' "Anthony Hockman" house as a "Low Victorian Italian Villa." Its deep eves and
' overhangs, ornamentation and towers, along with a cupola on top, make the house
one of the most elaborate period houses in the Valley. The cupola had a more practical function
- a natural air-conditioner. Closing the shutters on one side of the house and opening the windows on the other side, coupled with the cupola, creates a draft throughout the house. "It
worked quite well and didn't cost a thing," Nash says.
Inside is an even more stunning feature, a huge spiral staircase winding down the center of the house. "Clearly this house is meant for ostentatious display," Nash says. Despite
how ornate it is, Nash still labels it a "conservative Georgian house." As decorative and ostentatious as it is, it still represents a culture that frowned on wasteful spending of money. Many
Valley people belonged to the Brethern Church, which stood against conspicuous consumption and the peer pressure of the Valley at the time kept houses far less extravagant,
Nash explains. Wealthy people used restraint in building their houses. By the time the Italian
Villa Style reached the Valley it was "conservative enough to suit the tastes of the residences,"
he says. Nevertheless, the cupolas were in part added to the roof to make one's house taller
nan his neighbors and, as in the case of the Hockman house, "there was some money
spent to look Italianate," Nash says.
Hockman owned the entire block where Burger King is now located. He owned a prosperous construction business and built residential homes in the Valley. On part of the block
Hockman had his workshop where he made all his decorative items for the house. The house
ended up in the hands of two sisters who kept up the lawn and area but left it sitting empty for
19 years, Nash says. Burger King at one time tried to buy up the lot from the two sisters, but
thankfully they didn't sell, Nash says.
The house was beautifully restored in 1979, probably funded by the two women who
then sold it. During the restoration, under four layers of wallpaper a stenciled ceiling original to
the house was revealed. Nash says he believes there are many more stenciled ceilings in the
Valley hidden under layers of paint or wallpaper, as they too were very popular during the
1800s. Beaming with decadence, the restored house currently hosts an architecture firm.
bout 20 years before Anthony Hockman constructed his house, a farmer,
'Simon Whitsel built his family a large brick home off Port Republic Road. Nash
'and his wife now reside in this house, which was built in 1854. Nash chose to
move in and restore it after having studied it with his students. The front of the house looks out
to where a road once was and the back of the house, which faces a new road, has a long porch
on the second story. Nash and his wife particularly like this porch. "It is where the original owners used to sit in the evening, since there was nothing else to do, and enjoy the cool breeze, the
sweet smelling plants," he says.
It has a typical "Georgian square box" symmetrical floor plan. Adopting this symmetrical
style shows they wanted to be thought of as established farmers, "not as German immigrants,"
Nash says. Cut out on each back-porch post are little flower-like adornments with a diamond
shape underneath, which Nash explains are some of the only subtle hints of German ancestry,
here are four rooms on each of the three floors and has the typical central hall where the front
entrance way and stairs are located. A noticeable feature is the low-pitched roof with four chimneys in the middle. The house has a total of eight fireplaces.

In a college town where leasing apartments can be a lucrative business, some
older homes attain their historic mark only
by their outside appearance having been
transformed into apartments. However, Mike
and Donna Trainum took on the challenge
of reversing an apartment house back to a
single home instead of turning a large
house into rentable segments.
The couple purchased their house,
which stands with prominence on the corner of Franklin and Mason streets in
Harrisonburg, four years ago. MikeTrainum's
carpentry skills took on the task of making it
a home again.
The Trainums needed to dig through
several layers to find the essence of the original 100-year-old home. "We are not really
'restoring' it as the name implies that we are
bringing it back to its original state," Donna
Trainum says. Instead, their goal is to fix it up
and make it into a "cozy home some what
in character with its architecture but fitting
our budget."
They left the outside structure alone to
keep the added space from the several additions to the house, which included a sun
room. Otherwise, the front of their house is a
simple Victorian type with a tower and large
front porch.
The entranceway is embellished by a
beautiful staircase original to the house.
They are scraping off a coat of white paint
on the decorative banister to restore the
pine wood. Inside the house, dividing walls
had to be removed and the Trainums are
now refinishing the pine floors,
"We love it, all the nooks and crannies,
and the front staircase. The high ceilings
make the rooms cooler in the summer,"
Donna Trainum says.
The decorative railings on the stairs and
mantles are the time marking pieces inside
that survived the transformation into apartments. It's safe to say this prominent house
on the corner will survive another 100 years,
so long as it remains a single home and
under good care.^
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Nash says Whitsel was the son of the founder of the German Brethern Church in
Rockingham County. Whitsel, also a minister, was concerned that people in the Valley
didn't get enough preaching, Nash says. "He offered free room and board to any
a

preacher of any denomination." Three doors on the back of the house are testimony to
the story. The middle door, used by the maids, was the back entrance to the bottom
floor of the private home. On either side of the backdoor were the private entrances to
two rooms specially designed for boarders. Built-in wardrobes and a fireplace in each
room offered guests a cozy place to stay. Nash says the two other rooms on the bottom level were for storage and holding chicken eggs. When converting the "chicken
egg" room into a bathroom, he matched the original paint colors found on the walls, a
muddy pink and cobalt blue, both popular colors at the time, Nash says.
he ceilings on the top and bottom floors are low so the formal rooms
r

on the middle level have higher ceilings. The main entrance has only the

r

slightest hint of decoration, restraint being the motive behind the construction of

the house. Nash points out the Greek-like pillars that adorn the front porch and taper
ever so slightly. The hall, which is the entranceway ofthe house, was an important room
in this house and the other period houses described earlier, acting as a "testing ground"
for visitors. Guests would be greeted and go to the
left or the right depending on their social status, or
Top: The period home of Darrel

if they were a close friend or a formal visitor, he
explains. Nash knows the room to the right was the

Nash, which hes restoring.

more formal room because of the extraordinarily

Right: German period house

subtle difference in the paneling around the win-

in midst of refurbishing.

dow and the fireplace compared to the other

Bottom: Exterior of a Valley

rooms, except the guest room on the top level.
The process of restoring the house was end-

area period house.

less. "1 basically had to take it apart and put it back
together again," Nash says. He says he also hopes
to restore an old barn and fix up other remaining farm structures on the property.
Eventually he will nominate it for the National Registry.
Nash says he's pleased with the house, which has character, saying, "It's neat.
There is always some mystery. You wonder, 'Why did they do it that way?' It's very
comfortable, it's not hard to heat and I seldom need air conditioning." To Nash, an
old house is more "honest." "If they used wood it looked like wood, if it looked like
brick it was brick. Even dry wall is fake plaster," he says. The "rough feel" and
"imperfect look" of plaster is a texture he would miss in a newer house. "I like the
restraint in this house, it's comfortable but not showy," he says. 'Today, modem
houses show off by their size but not by architectural character."
Nash says, 'To restore an old house you have to have good analytical skills and
infinite patience and some mastery of old-time buildings." But his long project has been
worth it to him for the sake, at least, of the feeling "to sit on a winter night in a 150year-old house and watch the fire."^
LAURA SAMMON
A senior SMAD major from Putnam County, N.Y., Sammon helped create The Madison Review,
a political publication at JMU, this year. She will look for a job in the Valley after graduation.
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Alternative farming methods
gain appeal in the Valley

Once a week, a rustic postal delivery truck
whisks by herds of grazing cows and absorbs
the familiar aroma of the Shenandoah countryside. Its dusty tires manage to withstand the
unpredictable, narrow, sloping roads as it
passes by the occasional neglected road kill.
Every Monday from the first week of May
to the end of October, Marlin Burkholder
makes the 30-minute drive into Harrisonburg,
sitting in a 1983 American General mail truck
he purchased from a neighbor. His mission:
Deliver bags full of organically grown produce
to eager subscribers of his Community
Supported Agriculture program.»

[ stories by Jennifer renee smith ]
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COMMUNITY SUPPORTED AGRICULTURE

In addition to providing members with

Glen Eco." This informal newsletter gives CSA

In 1998, Glen Eco Farm, located along the

fresh, pesticide-free produce every week,

members up-to-date reports on the status of

back roads of Singers Glen, was one of the

Burkholder says CSA "gives farmers capital

seasonal crops, lists upcoming events and

first Community Supported Agriculture (CSA)

early in the season and guarantees a market

suggests mouth-watering recipes. The com-

systems to emerge in the Shenandoah Valley

for their products."

mittee is also responsible for publicity and

and is the only one in Rockingham County. "It

"I love it," says Pat Kennedy, who joined

was a little scary to realize that I was one of

the program last year and has recently volun-

the first to try this here and wondered if it

teered her garage as the official drop-off site.

Marlin Burkholder regularly uses his

would fly," Burkholder admits.

"When I was about 5 or 6, I was convinced

computer to create databases that help him

that peas grew in cans. I didn't want my chil-

organize subscriptions, set up seed inventories,

dren to grow up thinking the same thing."

develop garden plans and occasionally

With

nearly

50 subscribers from

Flarrisonburg and the surrounding area, in addi-

often lends innovative ideas for selling and
marketing their products.

tion to a substantial waiting list, Burkholder and

Kennedy and her children travel to Glen

his family couldn't be more pleased with the

Eco weekly to help pick and weigh produce. In

progress made in such a short amount of time.

addition to being an essential part of her chil-

Establishing and maintaining good rapport

The underlying principle behind this small-

dren's schooling, she says the weekly trips teach

with members is important to the Burkholders,

them to be more "holistically aware."

Before autumn comes, they organize a pot-luck

scale operation is to grant members of the

demonstrate his crafty sense of humor by
writing an article or two for the newsletter.

community the opportunity to attain a share in

One aspect Burkholder and Kennedy

dinner in which meat is provided and members

his farm's production yield and experience the

both stress is that the program isn't for people

prepare side dishes. The dinner has a dual pur-

f

S

o—-k- 'J--

risks and bounties of growing the food. In

who like to go to the grocery store and plan

pose. It provides an atmosphere for members to

Japan, where the concept originated during the

their meals for each week. Potential members

socialize and get to know each other and gives

1960s, the phrase "teikei" is used, which literal-

need to be flexible and work with what the

the Burkholders an opportunity to assess

ly translates to "partnership" and philosophically

garden produces.

each member's opinion about the program

means "food with the farmer's face on it."

Members also need to keep in mind that

so they can make adjustments. "Satisfaction

"It gives members a feel for how much

there are risks and sacrifices involved that

boils down to what we can produce in the

work is actually involved and how early in the

could alter the quantity and quality of their

long run," Christine Burkholder says,

year it starts," Burkholder says. "When the

anticipated food supply. These risks include

o— GLEN ECO FARM IN SINGERS GLEN, VA

average person buys produce at the market,

natural disasters, unforeseen events and insect

At first glance, the family-owned 41.5-

they rarely think about what it had to go

damage. In addition, some items may require

acre property resembles the peaceful

through to get there."

extra cleaning or preparation before eating.

Kansas setting featured in the "The Wizard of

Subscribers have the option of paying a

'The biggest lesson I've learned so far is

Oz." But a closer look reveals it's far from a

fee of $250 to $500 before the start of the

the importance of communication," Burk-

conventional farm. Revolving around the

growing season or committing to work on the

holder says.

concept of biodiversity. Glen Eco Farm has

farm two to four hours per week. Depending

Flis wife, Christine, agrees and empha-

practiced sustainable farming techniques

on the season, shareholders can expect to

sizes the importance of their core committee,

since 1992. In place of Toto is Jody, an

receive a variety of garden produce, and in

a recently formed group consisting of about

Australian Shepard and Blue Tick Hound

some cases, meat and eggs. They have the

four of the most "enthusiastic subscribers"

mix, who readily greets visitors as they pull

option of picking up their bag at the farm

who are primarily responsible for putting

up the powdery dirt driveway leading to the

itself or at a drop-off location in Flarrisonburg.

together a monthly newsletter, "Echos from

pale yellow house.
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i^- Martin Burkhdlder doubles his
planting space by making tighter
rows for vegetables with his 1947
Farmall tractor.
I photo by katie wilson ]
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'
Although most of his produce is organic,

spot treatment called RoundUp to get rid of

rebuilding the soil for the year or two you don't

Burkholder is quick to point out the difference

perennial weeds. "If you're going to use an herbi-

have any crops on it," he says. Common cover

between the terms "organic" and "sustainability."

cide, it's one of the safer ones to work with," he

crops are alfalfa, rye and clover.

He says it's possible to farm organically and

says. Burkholder also relies on forms of integrated

Living under the concept of what

not be sustainable. He chooses to use a few

pest management, which involve releasing bene-

Burkholder calls "rotational grazing," his small

practices that would not qualify as entirely

ficial predator insects to destroy harmful vermin.

herd of livestock adheres to a strict diet of

organic, but are sustainable.

His experiences while working in Eastern

grass and occasionally hay and corn. Through

"Sustainable agriculture involves anything

Bolivia as a member of the Mennonite Central

research and first-hand experience, he has

that will reduce degradation of the earth, soil,

Committee's Peace Program in the 1970s

discovered that raising cattle on pasture alone

wildlife and quality of water and make it possible

sparked a desire to learn more about alterna-

is more environmentally friendly, healthy for

to be productive well into the future," he says.

tive farming. During his stay, he witnessed the

the animals, nutritious for consumers and

"From my conventional farming neighbors

hardships that subsistence farmers went

cost effective than conventional ranching.

and extended family I get somewhat skeptical

through. "We had to work with them on their

The traditional form of nourishment for cat-

acceptance and occasionally mild ridicule.

level," he says. Costs involved with convention-

tle is grain. Growing grain can be harmful to the

From those who are more into innovative and

al farming tended to be high, so they preferred

environment because it usually requires geneti-

alternative styles of living and working, I get

organic methods. "Generally a $20 bag of fer-

cally modified seeds, pesticides and chemical

admiration and respect."

tilizer was more than [the farmer] could afford."

fertilizers. Cattle eat about eight pounds of grain

Burkholder tries his best to avoid using pes-

When Burkholder returned to the United

to produce one pound of beef. When cattle feed

ticides and herbicides but occasionally uses a

States in 1975, he immediately began work-

on grass alone, their meat tends to be lower in

ing on his father's dairy farm. During the mid-

fat and calories because it contains "good fats"

'80s, he became suspicious of conventional

such as omega-3 and conjugated linoleic acid

farming techniques when he noticed weeds

(CLA), Burkholder says. In other words, eating

Other CSA Farms in Virginia

were developing a natural resistance to the

beef from grass-fed animals may reduce the risk

Bramble Bush Farms, Lynchburg
Ed Harper, 804-384-2677
Bull Run Mountain Organic Farm, The Plains
Leigh Hunter, 703-754-4005
Community Supported Organic Farm Coalition
Stafford, Heidi Lewis, <csofc1999@aol.com>
Good Earth Organic Farm, Buena Vista
Andy Lee & Patricia Foreman, 540-261-8775
Good Food for Good People, Floyd
Tenly Weaver, 540-745-3182
Great Country Farms, Bluemont
Mark & Kate Zurschmeide, 540-554-2073
Olin-Fox Farms, Inc., Reedville
John & Ann Cooper, 804-453-4125
Planet Earth Diversified, Stanardsville
Michael Clark, 804-985-3570
Potomac Vegetable Farms, Vienna
Hiu Newcomb, 703-759-2119
Bound Hill Farm, Purcellville
Kelly Hansen & Aziz Erraziqi, 540-337-0556
Seven Springs Farm
Polly Hieser & Ron Juftes, 540-651-3228

herbicides. After researching the situation and

of cardiovascular disease, cancer, diabetes and

reading articles about sustainable agriculture,

obesity and lower cholesterol levels.

[ information from Alternative Farming Systems Information Center Web site <www,nal,usda.gov/afsic/csa> ]
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he seriously considered transferring methods.

To the far right of his single-story home,

However, in 1991, an illness resulting from

about 90 Rhode Island red- and Australorp

prolonged exposure to molds forced him to

chickens roam and feast on chic weed and

make this decision earlier than he'd expected.

worms in what Burkholder refers to as "chicken

From then on, selling freshly grown tomatoes,

heaven." The moveable pen surrounding the

peppers, sweet com and peas at the Hanisonburg

chickens near the edge of his properly protects

Farmers' Market helped him expand his business

them from foxes and other predators.

and experiment with achieving biodiversity

Relocating the pen to different fields retains the

According to the Appropriate Technology

chickens on clean ground and helps spread fer-

Transfer for Rural Areas (ATTRA) Web site, bio-

tilizer around the farm. The garden benefits the

diversity produces greater stability and con-

chickens just as much as the chickens benefit

siderably reduces production costs for the

from the garden," Burkholder says.

farmer. Burkholder and other farmers who

One of the most visible disparities be-

favor this method frequently rotate crops in

tween these "free-range" chickens and conven-

order to reduce soil erosion and strategically

tional chickens is the fact that they still have

use cover crops, which are not intended to be

their beaks. Traditionally, American poultry and

harvested for feed or sale. "Essentially you're

egg producers remove one-half to two-thirds of

their beaks to reduce "cannibalistic" pecking.
This usually occurs when fowl are raised in
small, crowded living spaces. Burkholder's
chickens are accustomed to their environment

a 28-week season at Glen Eco Farm

and haven't developed a tendency to peck
Surrounded by squawking chickens,
Burkholder raises himself up onto a wooden
platform leading to a makeshift hutch and
begins to gather the eggs his hens have left
him. There is a marked difference in the quality
of the egg," he says while carefully placing the
light brown colored ovals into a carton.
According to a recent study, these eggs have
been known to have up to 20 times more
"good fats" than eggs sold in the supermarket.
Neighbors and friends can attest to this,
because they often make unannounced visits
or calls specifically requesting the eggs.
In addition to his three acres of land
devoted to assorted vegetables and berries,
Glen Eco boasts a 12-by-20 foot greenhouse,
a rabbitry and a few milk goats, which serve
primarily as pets. Some of his most interesting
crops include oriental vegetables such as bok
choy, a Chinese cabbage and muzuno, a tasty
Japanese green mustard. He has also planted
okra, a key ingredient for a great gumbo soup.
Upscale restaurants, such as the Joshua
Wilton House and the Inn at Little Washington,
often purchase his heirloom tomatoes, which
are in high demand because they are not
commercially grown. These tomatoes, noted
for their irregular shape and thin skin, are also
big sellers at the Farmers' Market in the spring.
In the future, Burkholder hopes to host
farm tours and school field
trips that will complement
what students are learning
in the classroom. "I want to
encourage and educate more
people about the lasting benefits
[of sustainable agriculture]."^

April
Asparagus
Beans (snap)
(lima)
Beets
Blackberries
Broccoli
Cabbage (regular)
(Chinese)
Carrots
Cauliflower
Chard
Corn
Cucumbers
Endive
Flowers
Garlic
Greens (native)
(oriental)
Herbs
Kale
Lettuce-Meselun
Melons
Mints
Onions (spring)
(storage)
Peas (shell)
(snow-snap)
Peppers
Potatoes
Radishes
Raspberries
Rhubarb
Spinach
Strawberries
Tomatoes
Turnips
Watercress
Winter squash
Zucchini

May

June

July

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov
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Whether you're searching for oregano
to spice up homemade tomato sauce, a good
dietary supplement or a quick bite to eat, Kate's
Natural Products, located on University Boulevard, is an excellent resource to bear in mind.

Greek dishes like Tabouli or Baklava, along with
more child-friendly foods like peanut butter and
jelly and grilled cheese sandwiches.
The juice bar, which offers interesting
natural fruit juice combinations such as carrot
apple and celery cucumber, fruit smoothies,

Just east of Lacey Springs,
another form of agriculture is in full
swing. It has been ever since two
Mennonites, Mike Sarco and Ken
Koehn, returned to the Shenandoah Valley after completing
several years of volunteer work in

After looking for a
business that would pay
the bills and had potential for a lucrative future,
Ralph and Maxine Magri
purchased the Valley
Nutrition Center in 1993
and renamed the store
in honor of their daughter. Today, the Organic
Trade Association reports
a 20 percent annual
growth in organic food

•t*

and organic coffee and
tea, makes taking a shopping break worthwhile.
If none of this meets
your fancy, the store also
provides a variety of vitamins and supplements,
organic produce, dairy
products and baby food,
personal care items, herbs,
gourmet foods, and bulk
foods such as nuts, wheat,
granola and spices and
two aisles devoted to
"wheat-free" products.
Unlike many larger
stores, customer service
is the key to Kate's. Ralph
Magri believes in educat-

sales. So you might say
i
they were right on the
money.
r^Top: Kate's in Harrisonburg.
Inside Kate's you'll
Bottom: Evie Argyriou makes Baklava
discover a wide-range of
( photos by Jennifer renee smith ]
products aimed at
ing the public with the latest research on his
improving your health, well-being, spirit and
products and trains his employees to help
peace of mind.
each
customer find the best product for their
The store features a mini-library with
individual needs.
gourmet cookbooks and literature on alternaWith the variety of foods it offers, Kate's
tive remedies that provide information on
attracts a wide clientele. "It's not mainstream,"
everything from treating allergies to 101 ways
says employee Tress Huer. "We get moms,
to prepare yogurt.
students, retired people and a lot of first-time
The frozen foods section, popular with
visitors ... We have things that people genercollege students and people on the go, offers
ally can't find anywhere else."
a variety of microwaveable meals such
Whether you're a first-time visitor or a
asmacaroni and cheese, waffles, Boca
seasoned shopper, you've got nothing to lose
Burgers and other soy products.
because Kate's offers a 100 percent money
The deli serves up homemade soups,
back guarantee.^
fresh salads, sandwich wraps and classic
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Africa. The two wanted to embark
upon something that didn't involve
much traveling and began investigating herb growing. They discovered that although most major
supermarkets did not have an herb
department, an interest in fresh
herbs was emerging in the United
States. Sensing the potential market, they constructed two greenhouses on a piece of land just off
Mountain Valley Road in 1989.
Today, the business known as
Shenandoah Growers (SG) harvests more than 30 culinary herbs
under 1 1M acres of plastic coverings and in outdoor, certified
organic gardens. With upscale
supermarket chains, such as Harris
Teeter, Giant, Kroger, Farm Fresh,
i ^ ,n
m

i
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SG's dynamic Web site,
www.freshherbs.com, contains seasonal recipes, culinary and preparation
tips, herb storage techniques and
even an on-line tour.

W ole Foods and Ukrop's carry-

large as 100-by-12Cr feet, clip

other organic products to the

ing their products, business is cer-

herbs by hand and place them

health concerns of baby boomers

tt inly booming.

into color-coded baskets. The bas-

and their willingness to spend a

"Our products have a positive

kets are then loaded into walk-in

little extra money for quality and

oact on people," says sales man-

coolers to maintain freshness and

freshness.

ager and 1979 JMU graduate,

prolong shelf life. The overall qual-

Employees at the major

Cl de Hisey. 'They're healthy and

ity of the herbs is dependent on

supermarket chains, where the

pr /ide us with an opportunity to

the temperature of the coolers. All

herbs are distributed, receive a

pri note our production methods."

herbs are stored at 30-degrees

first-hand look at how customers

The year-round herbs are a

Fahrenheit, with the exception of

respond to the products.

pn uct of a hydroponics system

basil, which needs to be kept at a

'The herbs generally sell bet-

that provides a more direct and

higher temperature (at least 45

ter during the weekend when peo-

eff ent way to feed plants. The

degrees) to prevent spoilage. The

ple have more time to cook big

word "hydroponic" is derived from

next step involves cleaning and

meals," says Greg Eye, a produce

tw

Greek words: hydro, which

trimming the herbs for packaging

clerk at the Harrisonburg Kroger.

m

ns water, and ponos, which

in clear recyclable tubs bearing

me ns labor and was first applied
in

e late 1920s by California pro-

fes or W.F. Gericke. In such a systen the same nutrients a plant

the slogan "Celebrate Flavor,"
SG redesigned its marketing

Robert Price, another clerk,

SG employee Alex Kenner moves
herbs in the greenhouse that carries
everything from cilantro to thyme.
[ photo by dylan boucherle ]

agrees. "If we're out, people

to expand into Iceland after a rep-

always ask for them,"

resentative from a major Icelandic

strategy last year and has built a

Although SG doesn't offer

supermarket chain saw a package

small warehouse devoted to pack-

organized tours of the farm, local

of their herbs in a Flarris Teeter

wc d normally find in the soil filter

aging their product. Flisey finds

gardening clubs and the Young

while visiting America and con-

on1 the plant in solution form. Not

that store displays and promotions

Farmers Group from Flarrisonburg

tacted them to express interest in

on

does this process conserve

help with sales and occasionally

Fligh School frequently schedule

establishing a market over there.

water, it also decreases growing

travels to each chain to make sure

visits in order to gain a better

As for now, they continue to

tim

In addition, their location at the

that everything is up to par. SG's

understanding of hydroponics

explore ways to modify their exist-

bare of Massanutten Mountain

Web site, www.freshherbs.com, is

and other sustainable farming

ing

provides their herb garden with a

also a useful platform for commu-

techniques that allow for the

instance, instead of cutting an

constant water supply. To prepare for

nicating goals to current and

growth of chemical and residue-

herb and putting it into a small

ight periods, SG has employed

potential customers. The site con-

free herbs.

package, they'll harvest the plant

s /eral conservation methods

tains suggestions for culinary

By this summer, SG hopes to

and sell it with the root ball

such as drip irrigation, mulching

uses, preparation tips and proper

initiate an internationally recog-

attached. This will guarantee cus-

and careful water scheduling that

storage techniques for every herb

nized food safety system known

tomers "more product and a

coincides with the specific needs

and features an "on-line tour" and

as Flazard Analysis Critical Control

longer shelf life," Hisey says.

of he plants and the time of day.

seasonal recipes.

Point (FIACCP). The system would

Na ral repellents such as garlic

Flisey says basil is the most

employ technologies that would

spr; / and hot pepper serve as the

popular herb and makes up one-

make maintaining the quality and

Primary insecticides.

third of their sales. Mint and chives

handling of products easier and

Every morning, six employees

are also top sellers. Fie attributes the

minimize levels of bacteria and

itei the greenhouses, some as

increasing popularity of herbs and

pathogens. They are also looking

er

hydroponics system. For

a

A senior SMAD major and advertising
minor from Wading River, N.J., Smith
has worked for The Bluestone as a
writer and photographer. After graduation in May, she plans to pursue a
career in magazine publishing, public
relations or film marketing.
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P.S.

not

so

far

off

anymore
Six years ago, five students* at
of:

Thomas Harrison Middle School

Vl

spoke to Curio about their hopes

U.,1 uxth
nd tV /u/Mfc-

for the year 2000. Now that the

IT.

year of anticipation has finally
arrived, Nealy B. Butler dropped
back in on these busy teens to
see where they stand. Growing
up within the halls of Harrisonburg High School has had quite
"Heather Zirkle was the fifth teen
interviewed in the 1994 Curio article.
However, she moved out of the area.

an influence on four of these students and one may be surprised,
as Robert Harper mentioned,
just how much has changed.

[

ALISSA

RITCHIE

]

Alissa Ritchie, with her sweet smile and soft voice, has already finished school through the CORE
program at HHS and is now waiting to graduate. "I think the most important moment in my life so
far will be when I walk across that stage to get my diploma." "I feel that completing high school is
the greatest accomplishment that I have done so far, but it will certainly not be the last." ■ After
the big day, Alissa looks forward to relaxing over the summer. "But then it's back to the books," she
says. She is interested in the medical field, hoping to get her nursing degree. She attributes her
focus and future plans to her supportive family. They have pushed me to do well and complete
high school, and they have tried to lead me to make the right career moves." She is most complementary of her mother and says she hopes that "all of her good qualities have rubbed off on
me." ■ Alissa loved her high school experience and is sad that it already has to end. "I guess time
\

flies when you're having fun," she says. She participated in DECA and Student Council Association.
■ When asked about leaving Harrisonburg, Alissa was a little torn about her re-sponse. On the one
hand she is not ready to leave her family and friends behind, but on the other, she is ready to leave
this little town behind. "I am an adventurous person and need to have some-thing going on all
the time, and Harrisonburg is just not fulfilling that need." Looking toward the future, Alissa is excited
about moving to a bigger city, having a successful career and raising a family. a
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BERT

HARPER

]

Remember Robert Harper? He wanted to design cars and be an inventor. His boyhood interests have developed into a long
•V

list of achievements, as well as big plans for the future. Robert will be the first male in his family to go to college. He is
going to Ferrum College in the fall to major in computer science. "I have always enjoyed working with computers," he says.
"I foresee myself being content in this field for a long time." ■ Robert says his four years at HHS have "definitely been fun."
He's involved himself in just about every aspect of high school life: He played football, threw shot put and discus, and played
the alto saxophone in the band. Robert also participated in the Virginia Technology Student Association, Future Business
Leaders of America and The Hugh O'Brian Youth Foundation. Even with all of this, Robert still finds the time to work on his
own Web site, www.thehummer.com, and help his father with the family business.

While leaving home and

Harrisonburg will be a big change, Robert says he is ready. "I think it's going to be harder on my mom and dad than me,"
he says. As far as the future goes, Robert is looking forward to owning his own business. ^
E NAUSHEEN KHAN ]
Nausheen Khan, who was shy and slender in sixth grade, has now grown into a smart, stunning young woman. Her dark
complexion, jet-black hair and nose ring are indicators of a diverse background, yet her attire and attitude are typical of any
American teenager. She is fluent in both Hindi and English and is a member of the Islamic faith. "My parents have raised
me with their cultural values," Nausheen says. ■ She will attend Temple, where she hopes to concentrate in computer science. "Computers come pretty easy to me," she says, "I always wanted to be a doctor. I just don't know about med school,
it takes so much dedication."

Nausheen, a well-rounded high school student, involved herself in the Student Council

Association, the Multicultural Student Organization, Peers Assisting Learning Sharing, DECA yearbook and the Spanish Club.
She also played varsity soccer and softball. ■ Nausheen revealed that visiting her parents' native country of Pakistan last summer was an "eye-opening experience." "It was weird to think my parents once lived in a country that is so poor," she
says. Nausheen looks to her parents as role models. "My dad worked very hard to get where he is," she says. "I have a lot
more than my parents did growing up."

Nausheen enjoys singing, dancing, watching sports and playing on the Internet.

She looks forward to getting married, "but they must be someone of the same religion." ^

IM

PIPPERT ]

Tim Pippert, who was hoping to grow more

moment was making all-state for choir. ■

since the last article, still remains smaller

Tim plans to further his involvement in

than he would like. "My height really doesn't

music at Roanoke College, where he will

get me far," Tim says. But what Tim lacks

concentrate on the piano. "I would like to

in size, he has made up for in personality.

play piano for a big orchestra," he says.

Calling himself somewhat of a "musical

Tim's love of music ranges from his

genius," Tim has an outstanding list of

favorite classic composer, Beethoven, to the

musical talents. Throughout his years at HHS,

modern-day band Aerosmith. "If music

he sang in both Madrigal and Jazz choirs,

doesn't work out, then I'll just go to law

played the baritone for Concert Band, the

school," he adds. ■ When Tim finds the

drums in the Marching Band, and the

time to relax, he watches ESPN, plays Trivial

trombone and piano for the all-state Jazz
Band. He also starred in two of his high

Pursuit or hangs out with his best friends.

school musicals, "Oliver" and "Oklahoma,"

makes him feel the best about himself. He

an

d plays the organ at his church on

occasion. But he says his crowning

He says his ability to help other people
looks forward to growing up, having a
family and making money.
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